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PREFACE

This report documents one of a series of studies heinq conducted to develop

and implement an effective collision avoidance system. The primary purpose of
this study was to investiqate the methods of presentinq the system information

to the crew and make recommendations concerninq thp display system. This
volume provides the results of the study and a candidate display system

concept.

The authors wish to express appreciation to the many pilots who participated

in the tests and to the various organizations and companies which permitted

the participation; FAA, NASA, Bopinq, American Airlines, Repuhlic Airlines,

United Airlines, I. S. Air, and Western Airlines. The contract sponsor is the

Federal Aviation Administration, and technical quidance was provided by Mr.

Richard W~iss, APM-41f, the contract monitor.
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GLOSSARY

Abnormal Conditions - Conditions or situations which require
other than normal procedures.

Advisory Alert - Operational or aircraft system coneiitions
that require crew awareness an4 may

require crew action.

Caution Alert - Ahnormal operational or aircraft. system
conditions that require immediate crew
awareness and require nrompt corrective
or compensatory crew action.

flevelopmental Simulation Phase I of the TCAS display oroqram with
the objective of develoninq minimum
information requirements for the TCAK II
display system and to recommend a
candidate confiquration.

Detection Time The time from alert initiation or chanqe
of state (caution to warninq until when
the pilot indicates a recoqnition of the
condition hy deDressinq the detection
hutton.

Acceleration equivalent to oravity or
3?.2 feet per second squared.

Hertz Unit of frequency equal to one cycle per
second.

Intruder An aircraft which violates the TCAS
criteria and represents a potential
threat.

Non-mode C Aircraft An aircraft that has a transponder but
has no altitude reportinq from the
transponder.

Operational Simulation - Phase II of the TCAS display Droqram with
the objective of developinq and
validatinq operational cockpit procedures
for a TCAS encounter.

Own Aircraft - The subjiect aircraft equipped with the
hypothetical TCAS II system.

Procedure - Predetermined set of actions to he taken
by a crewmembpr in a specific onerational
situation. May or may not be written in
a readily accessible form (P.q., check-
list.

ix



Resolution Advisory A warninq level Alert a disnlay indi-
cation qiven to the nilnt r.cowmmndinn a
maneuver to increase separation ralativp
to an intrudinq aircraft. Corrective,
preventative and vertical sneed limit
advisories constitute the resolution
advisories.

Response Time - The time from alert initiation (RA) until
when the pilot had oprformped the correct
response.

TAU - A derived quantity usually exprpssed in
seconds, which rpresents the tima tn the
noint of closest anoroach hpetween the own
aircraft+ and an intruder. It is dpfine"
as ranne dividad by ranoe ratp.

TCAS I - A lpss sophisticated collision avoidanc
system desionPd primarily for npnpral
aviation.

TCAS 1I - A more qnnhistiratpd svstpm nrovidinq
collision avoidance capahilitips in hinh
4ensity areas and desioned for larer
aircraft.

Time Critical W'arninq Warnina condition in which timp to
respond is extrpmelv limited and the
response to the alert is the most
important action tha pi1ot can make at
that specific time (e.a. around
proximity, collision avoidance,
windshear, etc.)

Traffic Advisory A caution level alert - a disnlay indi-
cation that there is traffic in the
immediate vicininty which could cause a

resolution Advisory. The informationcontains no suqaestpd maneuver.

Traffic Information Display A displav used to prnvidp the nilnt with
information ahout TCA defined intruder

aircraft. It may also he used to present
information ahout non-taui based surroind-
inq traffic.

Transpondar - Piece of equipment on own aircraft which
when interroqated hy a radar siqnal emits
a coded reply containinq specific
information ano|t the aircraft.

Unequipped Aircraft An aircraft that has no TCAS system and
may or may not have a mode C transponder.

x



Warninq Alert Emerqency operational or aircraft system

conditions that require immediate
corrective or compensatory crew action.

Workload A relative term indicatinq the amount of

total mental and Dhysical task loadinq on
a crew member.

xi & xii



I . INTRODUCTION ANfl RACKGROIJNP

To giid-1QR1 the Federal Aviation Administration announced the 4etpils of an

airhorne-hased collision avoidance system in a technical workinq symiposiumi

sponsoredl by thp Aqency. The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System

(TCAS') was descrihedl in two levpls of sophisfication. The simnplst. levnl,

TCAS 1, alerts the pjilnt of nroximitv of another aircraft with a visuial And/or

auiral alert. This sy;stem is directed primarily toward rovi'inq some nrnt pc-

tion for sm~iller Aircraft. The- TCAS 11 system on the other hand is esiqneri

for larqer aircraft And has a hinher sophistication and cost. The- canabilities

that. have been Attrihutcpd +r0 thp TCAS 11 system include:

o "It will have the aibility to transmit to others (TCAS I And TCAcS

11 eqiuinoDi Airrraft) traffic advisory informAtion (rantie,

hearinol, differential altitudeP, aihove/helow inform~ation).

n It will nrovirlp collision avoidance tprotect-ion inepenently fromn

the qround AT17 systpm usino vertical maneuivers, with potential

expansion to horizontAl maneuvers should technical and economic

feasibility he lamonstrated.

o Like TCJAS I, it will have an int-aral trpnsponder capl of

roondinq on Modes A, C and ' .

0 T'AS IT will nrovide alert and adivisory information tn the

Aircraft erluipnpd only with 7VA 1, while in the case of two
aircraft otquinped with TCAS TT, coordinated advisories would be

provided.' 1"

As was pointed out in the symposfium, "iiich of the technoloiy assnciated with

the TCAS II system was devenloped under the earlier Reacon Collision Avo)idance-

System WPAS) proqram. The technolony discussed was priniarily sansor and

software based providinq a detailed description of how the svstem will

qenerate information about. other aircraft. Of equal importance to the overtall

operation of the system, however, is thp nresentatin of this information to

the crow in ssuch A way that it can be tised effectively in an nperational

a i rcraft.
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As was nointpd oujt "it is difficult to Pvplu~tp evpn a limitedt array of

display device s in ooerational aircraft, and it is similatrlv difficiult +0

perform romprphpnsive workload analyses . ice the vAriety of fliqht scenerios

is necessarily li-ited by safety considerations." It was therefore rp;annpA to

answer thesp nuestions in simlilator studies.

In Auaust 14AI, +hp Roeino CommwerciA' Airplane (romnany, Crew 1,ystoe trroun was

awarded a contract hy tVp FAA for the purposp of assistina in the rielermina-

+ion of flirht decL- display recjoirpments for ojperationAl imp~lomontation of tho

TCAS IT system in commerciail transport aircraft. The oroqram is a two phase

effort, the DevelopDme:nttl simulation And the Oprational Simulation. The

fi'rst phase comhined A number of --solution advisory as well as traffic

advisory lisnlay concoots with an intellratod crow alertinn system to he evA11u-

ato~i for effctivene,,s hy (overnmpnt, industry and lina pilots. The --connd

phase will have nrimArjly line qiualified fliqht crews exercise the TCAS TT

system in A fully cprtifiedi oprrAtional transport trainina simtlator in order

+o dletermine the propor opeAratinq procedures, identify workload imnart,

validate the disolay system and in aenerAl eiive the system An operational

11shakeedown" p)rio)r to pnterino the TrAlz norational ovalliatirn flirnht tes+

phase .

Since the transfer of information to the crow in a timely manner abouit an

abnormal situation is V-' riefinition of an alert, the cornerstone of any

'lisplay concept for TCAS should h-- the voluntary ouidelines on alortinri

systems issued hy the FAA in 1()Q1 (?). Those nuidelines were A rulmination of

seven years of research sonsoredi by the FAA anti directed toward the improve-

ment andi standlardization of flinht deck alertinq systems. This work heqan by

studyina concents for An indpendent altitude monitor (0) for the redtiction of

inadvertent t~errain impact il rts. It was, then expAnded to cnider the

alertinn problem as a whole and' to look at conventional flinht decle alertino

methods. The findinas from these studies (14q revealed thai there had heen

a sionificant inrease in the Amount of information heinq DroSentePA to the

crow and that very littlo effort had been expnded in attomptino to

sta;ndardize this information. Pilots were viewina crew Alertinq as a nuisavnce

rather than a help). In A IQ77 report (6 Cooper stated thit I caitiin and

wairninn systems ware oriaina'ly installed as A rpasonAhle means of assistino

pulnts to maintain safe, repliable, economical system operation in the face of

2



hiq7h workinads. Howover, thesa systems, inteneied to reduce hazards, aria

themselves beconiinq hazards. The vast increase; in 1*he nuniher of alerts- and
the frequent occurrence of fal se or nuisance AlertS, imipose hoavy demands on

the Aircrew. Mora alerts require more memori7ation, hMaher workloads, and

could induce a hiciher prohlbility of error."

The alertinq system quidaeines which wera produced thrniiqh a ioint effort hv

the Boeinn, Lockheed and McDonnell Douclas Aircraft Comnani-s, describe in

detail the reconmmendations; for presentation of alerts of any urciencv (see

Ficiuirp 1.fl-j. From the research conduicted d~urina this pronram a set nf

warninn level alerts were identifiedI that. were depfinedi as "time-critical."

The report (2) tiescribes the alprtina methods and medlia for Dresentino the

time-critical warninqs. This data is rplevaint to the nrpseotk prooram heausei%

one Of the warninas ideiitified As fittina into the time-critical cAtenory Was,,

the collision Avoidance al-rt. Therefora, in s-lactino the display character-

istics to be tested in the developmenta;l simnulation it was necessary to reviP

tha CreW alertino dati hasp ind select those characteristics Most likPly to

provide thp most effective information transfer. The literature, tast resujlts

and pilot.'s suhiective input were usedi to ideontify the candidIate TCA, IT

display concept.

1.1 Rport flrnanization

Saction 2 of this report contains An eXecutive summary of the major activities

And findings of th- Deveploopntal Simulaition testino effort. A qanpra11

description of the test facility is, presented in Section 3. The methodolooy,

equipment., and results of the testina are diSCu1sed in Section 4. fliscussions,

of the mAior findinos And the conclusions drawn from these dataj may ho found

in Section and Section 6 descrihes the ohiectives of the next study ohase.

The Appendices at the end of this report descrihe in detail the test factilit..

Also inclujded are the questionnaire- that were used to obtain pilot innut for

incorporation into the display concept.
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Alert system characteristics
Condition Criteria Visual Aural Tactile

Warning Emergency operational or aircraft Master visual (red) Unique Stick
system conditions that require plus centrally located attention- shaker
immediate corrective or alphanumeric getting (if
compensatory crew action readout (red) warning required)

sound
plus voice*

Caution Abnormal operational or aircraft Master visual (amber) Unique None
system conditions that require plus centrally located attention-
immediaM crew aware and alphanumeric getting
require prompt corrective or readout caution
compensatory crew action (amber) sound

plus voice*

Advisory Operational or aircraft system Centrally located Unique None
conditions that require crew alphanumeric attention-
awareness and may require readout getting
crew action (unique color) advisory

sound
Information Operational or aircraft system Discrete indication None None

conditions that require cockpit (green and white)
indications, but not necessarily
as pert of the integrated
warning system

*Voice is pilot slectable.

Figure 1.0- 1. Guidelines for Standardizing Alerting Functions and Methods

l _ __ ' . . . ,



?.n EXECIJTIVF SUMMARY

2.1 Proqram BAckqround

In Auquist JOR1 The Ropinq Commercial Airplane Company heaan a nroaram sDofl-

sored by the FAA for the purpose of assistinq in thp determination of fliqht

deck display reqluirements And operational procedures for the implementation of

the TCDAS IT system in commuercial transport aircraft. After initial mpetinns

which established the overall objepctives, around rules and a schadule of

activities, candidate display concepts for the- developmental simulation were

formul-ited. Since the collision avoidance situiation must be announced to the

crew, the work that has hPen done in crew alertinn was used as a hasis for

sePlection nf disolay charactris;tics,, format, location and combinations. The

resolution advisory was classified as a time-critical alert and treated as,

such when identifyinn prosent-ation methods and information contents.

Reference material was, estahlishpd and display combinations identified.

The majior ohjectives, of t-he devplopen+;vl simulation were: to evaluate+ the

alertinql effectivpness- of the- candidlatp TCAS disnlay system conceots'; to

ePaluato displAy Sophist+irition with respct to different levels of flinht

dock soohisticatinnn, to riptenne the %liability of includinn a cAution lOvel

alert known As; a traffic Advisory (TA) prior to prasentina the resolution

adivis;ory (RA)1: t~o identi" the minimum information requirements for the RA and

TA; And to recommend a TCAS displ)Ay conceapt to he used in futuirp testino

phases.

2.2 flev(lopmental Simulation Tostinq

The TflAS displays and a ruidimentary set of Alriorithms were imnpementad in the

Visual Flinht Simuilation Facility. Thirteen qiialifimd transport pilots with

an averane- of 0,100 hours fliaht. experience, participated in the tes't. Fach

flew fifteen test fliohts of thirty-one minutes in lenqth and was nresented a

total of 225 alertinq situlations,.



To simiulate ; fliaht dock environment and work oattern, a roalistic aircraft

model was used for the basic flyinn task. In addition, the pilots were

required to fly a prescrihd flinht plan (takeoff, climb, cruise, descent and

landinqs), respond to ATC directives, locate and report traffic in the

external visual scene and respond to the alerts.

The variables investiqatd in the test include:

o Resolution Advisorv Display - IVSI olus, voice, LED oliis voice, or

voice alone.

o Traffic Advisory nisnlay - none, T'FAS liqht, CRT tahular without

hbarinn, rRT tahular with hearinq, CRT current araDhic or CRT

advanced nraphics.

o Percent of encounters not orocepinn to a resolution advisory - In*,

or 5O9*

The results of this test art summariz-d below and descrihad in detail in

Section 4.

Since any collision avoidanco warninq (PA) can he defined as a time-critical

alert, the primary desion concerns when considprino the display ystem to he

,ispd are the spPed and accuracy of the rpsoonse. The time taken hy tho pilots

to detect an alert or a channa in the ijrqency level of an alprt is directly

related to the time taven to rospond to the alerts. Of +he three hsic alert

combinations, the initial detection of a red liaht in the primary field of

view and a warnina sound (siren) was sionificantlv faster than an amber liaht

in the primary field of view and an advisory sound (chime) whirh was, in turn,

sianificantlv faster than a CRT presentation in the spcondary field of view

and an advisory sound (chime). These findinqs suoaest that the master liaht

in the nrimary field of view does aid dptpction but more important is the tvnp

of sound used for the master Ailral. etectina a chanae in uraency level is

also dpndent on the alertino senuence. The resolution advisory (warnina)

was detected faistpst when it was preceded by the caution level TCAS liaht.

This detection time was siqnificantly shorter than the time when there was no

caution at all and the time obtained usinq the CRT for thP caution alerts. Nn

measurahlp difference was found between the latter two conditions.
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The Performance data indicates that both the preliminary alert (caution) in-

formation and the time-critical display have an effect on tho response to the

resolution advisory (warninn). A direct relationship was found bhtween

response time and detection time. The lonaer it took a pilot to detect the

resolution advisory the slower the response performance. The type of

resolution advisory display used also had an -ffect on Performance. The

.4 nodifipd IVSI display combined with a voice alert resulted in the (astpst

responses and thA voice display when used alone rpsulted in the slowest.

Even thouah system reliability was not A specifiC variahlo in the oh iectivo

test, when questioned ahout the implementation of TCAS, (see debripfino

questionnaire Aonendix 0) seventy-five percent of the Pilots tested felt that

the system should he rpnuired on aircraft as soon as it can he demonstrated to

nPrform reliahly. This opinion was not haspd solely on the confiquratinn used

in testinq since severty-five percent (not npcessarily the same pilots as

ahnve of the pilots wpra familiar with TCAS hefore particinatina in the test.

This interest in system reliability was Pxpressed in the answers to a number

of other questions.

With respect to the major system components, (master alerts, traffic

advisories, and resolution advisories) the Pilots had the followina oninions:

o Master Alerts

- Both master aural and master visual alerts shoulI be used to not

the crew's attention under all conditions.

- Three levels of tau-haspd alerts were too many and two lovls

were recommended, caution (TA) and warnina (RAI.

o Traffic Advisorv

All the Pilots felt that some form of caution alert was needed

Opinion was split between usinn a TCAS liqht or a CRT traffic

information display for the caution level infnrmatinn (TA).

7



- Aftqr each pilot had useA the CPT traffic display in 9A

encounters, sixty-spven percent responded to 4 atipetion con-

cernino its Affect on ouitside visual scan by indiratina that

pilots with an automited1 traffic advisory display could become
complacent in scannina especially for non-transponder equipped

aircraft. Since the test had no intruders without transnonders,

the basis of this concern lips in the Pilots' operational experi-

ence and nossibly on the newness; of the display. However, it

does Point to an area for further tpstinn.

- If a CRT traffic information display is included as part of the
system, it should prosent the information nranhically usina color
for iirqency level. It should display no more than 3 Aircraft
simultaneously. Traffic presented on the display should include
bearino data, horizontal separation (both ranne and time) and
altitude relative to the own aircraift.

o - Resolution Advisory

- ineFty-two percepnt of the pilots listed correcfive nuidance
alerts (climb/descent) as a necessary Portion of TCk . SincA no
preventive alerts (don't climb/don't descend) were tested in the
simulation, the pilots were less sure that these should he
included as a necessary part of the system.

- An arrow was selected as the appropriate method for presePntinn

climb and descend quidancp.

- Vertical speed should he included on the resolution Advisory

di splay.

- Bars or indexes associated with the vertical sneed should be used

to impose limits.

T he modified !VSI was the disnlay of choice for the pilots

8



?.I Candidate System Description

The final effort of the ri-vIopmental simulation was the recommendation of A

traffic and resolution advisory display comhination and componpnt charartpr-

istics of the displays for the subsequent nhas es of the nroaram and flioht

verification. Because the ohiectivp of TCAS disolays is to ciet the 'rew's

a+-ention and provide them with information, the rpcommendeO confiqijratinn

closely followed the iuidplines set forth 1y the FAA for the standardization

of crew alprtinq systems.

Since the TCAS information can he classified as alerts, the diSnlays should

perform the functions attributed to the alertina system which are:

0 Attract the attention of the crew and direct that attention to the

alertina condition so that corrective action can he taken.

o Inform the flioht crew of the location and nature of the alertina

condition. Sufficient information should he provided to enable the

crew to initiate timely, corrective acinn.

o Provide the crew feedback on the adenuacy of their corrective action.

o Provide the crew with a mechanism(s) to control the system to enable

them to assess aircraft status quickly, and to identify new alerts.

The need for each of these functions was identified hv CooDer (6, Roucek,

Ericksnn, Rerson, Hanson, Leffler, and Po-Chptllpy 'Rq, and in ARP-4lhnD (I).

The manner in which these hasic functions are implemented will determine the

effectiveness of the alertina syztem. ARP-dOflO states that "safpty of flinht

is qreatly enhanced hv an alertinq system desiqned to nroviel- early crew

recoqnition of fliaht crew operationil error, as well as aircraft system or

comoonent status or malfunctions". For oxamnlp, the system shnjld attract the

crew's attention to an alertinq situation, hut should not he so disr||ntikP

that it deqrades other crew task performance, information prncessinq, or the

decision-makina required to take corrective actions. The nuidelines for

desiqninq these hasic functions are described in the Aircraft Alertinn Systems

Standardization Stidy (?).

9



To accomplish those functions the followinfl comnon@totS should hb provided:

o Traffic Advisory

A unique sound and amber lfiht on the alareshiie' should hP used as a

cautinn level indication.

0 Resolution Advisory

- A unique warnina sound and red liaht on the qlareshiald should

he used to attract the crew's attention.

- Visual resolution advisory display nrovidino quidancp usina

arrows for vertical maneuvers and indexes associated with

vertical speed for limits.

- Voice alert with information equivalent to the visual displav

and continuous until cancelled.

o TrAffic Information nisl~ay

- Before a CPT display can he recommended as a necessary system

cnmponpnt, further tastinq should he conducted with the traffic

information display to asspss its imnact on system operation.

- Display should nrovide a color coded (hv alert level) aranhic

nrpsentation of the traffic information includinq at least

hearina, altitude, horizontal separation and vertical direction

information.

2.4 Follow-on Verification and Evaluation

Phase I of the study, the Operational imulation, will implement the conc)t

TCAS I display syste- in simula+ion hareIwarP and install it into a motion

basp cab with full operational capability. The appropriate TrAS softwara will

he implemented to provide fidelity to the alertinq situations and to make tle

findinqs more qenralizahie to actual operations.

10



3.0 TEST FACILITY

The various stujdy requirements dictated the use of a facility in which a

fliqht deck system could he inteoratepd, tested and evaluated in a simulated

Pnvironment. This facility consists essentially of a qpneric cah that serves

as an "operational breadboard" to facilitate the development of fljpht deck

system concepts, fuinctional capailities, and interface features. Proposed

;ystpms, system chanoes, and Alternative mechanizations can he evaluated and

demonstrated in such a facrility. It Also provides a flexihie experimental

simulation lahoratory fthat Allows for easy introduction of new hardware and

chanele to the fliqht deck system confiouration. System software is modulariz-

ed to facilitate chanae; interface equipment is flexihle and thus allows for

wide varioties of enqirieerinq developmental evaluations. ThePse elements have

been de-siqned into the Boeina Company Kent Fliqit. Simulation Center. See

Fiaures 3.0-1 for An illustration of these facilities. For more detailed

descriptions refer to Appendix A,
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4.nl nEVELflPMENTAL SI~TLATInki - TEST fESCRTPT~nNI Amn PFSI1ILT-S

The primary ournno of 4he Developmental Simtilation tepstino phase wa. to

evauat th TAS informlation reoujremen-s and rievelop a so of fiunctional

recommendations for the nacessary displays. The followinq sections will

describe in deptail the simulation test performed to achieve thosp noals and
the reslilts ol~tained.

4.1 Test Chiectives;

The TCV, developmental test was desinned to ovAlllate information oresentation

on hoth the Resolution Advisory (RA) display and the trAffic adivisorv (TA,

disprlay and identify minimujm information recommendations. The test 'was

desioined to examine the follnwinn experimenta;l quepstions concernino the

presentation of TCAS information:

. flOeS A caUtion level alert have any Affect on the response nerfnrmanco

*o the resolution advisory?

?. How muIch information is needed tn make a caution level Alert effective-?

3. Is; there any difference in the use, of the traffic information display

when the alerts are presented oranhically or, alpha-numerically?

4. floes the responnse to the rsonltion ad'nisorV channe as, a function of

different display Combinations And formats?

11. Does the typ of resolution advisory displAv have An effect on resnonse

performance?

fl. ran the pilots use the informa;tion on thp traffic display ten anticipate

the resolution Advisory"

7. Does tho certainty of the occujrance of a warninq have an effpct on

rncsponsa or deotection perforrann?

13



R. Is atlrt detection afferteri 'v display comblnations?

D. o the display combinations have any differential effect on the way R

oilot responds to the Alert?

In. What information is needed for the resoluition advisory7'

11. WhAt information would the Pilots like to see on the trAffic information

di spl ay?

4.? Experimental 0-siqn

4.2.1 Test psiqn

The bAsic experimental deosiqo for the developmental simulAtion was ) faictorial

Analyses of variance with repeated measures on at least one of the variables.

The desiqn of the test was chosen to evaluate the effectivenass of different

rombinAtions, of TrAS display types in eliciting An accuirate and rapid
rpsponse from the pilots. The test. confiqiiration is presented in Fiqurp

'4.2.1-1. There were three independent variables for the test: a) RA display

format h) TA display format and c) Percent of the encounters which did not nro-

ceed to an PA. The RA displaY variable hail three levels: A modified verticil

speed indicator combined with voice, an LED presentation combined with voice

and a voicp opsentation withouit any visuals. The traffic disnlay was nre-

sent-d in six formats: no traffic display at all, an ariher TC4 liaht, a flOT

tAhular npsentation of the ranae and altitvdel of the intruder aircraft, a CRT

tahisar npsentation of the ranne, altitude- anti hearino of the intruder and

two different CPT Qraphic opsentations of the intruder position. Finally,

the percent of the encounters which proceeded to an RA was either q0 or sfl

Percent.

Time ant' resources did not permit the administration of all 36 treatment

combhinations, to every pilot; therefore, the test wis administered As illustrat-

ed in Fiqure 4.?.1-1 in two differet factorial depsions, a x 6 (Percent

non-PA encounters x Traffic display format) depsiqn with pilots nastpl within

the encounter variable And a 2 x I x 4 (Percent non-PA disolay format x TA
distolay format) desiqn, Also with Pilots nested within the encounter variable

and repeated measures on the other variables.

14
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DISPLAY VOICE 10% NON-RA

ENCOUNTERS

Figure 4.2. 1- 1. Developmental Simulation Test Design
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Fiqure 4.2.1-2 illustrates the arranqement of the alertlnq components used in

the test. Each display combination tested consisted of three hagi. rnmponents,

the master alerts, the traffic alert and the resolution advisory. A split-

leqend master visual alert was located in the pilot's primary field of vision,

on the qlareshipld. The uDper half of the master alert was red and lhelled

WARNING; the lower half was amber and lahelled CAUTION. The master aural

;lerts were presenteA over a dedicated speaker located to the pilot's left.

The sounds used for the alert levels werp consistent with those recommendpd in

the literature (2) and can he described as follows:

WARNING (RA) A sound characterized is a European police siren. This soijnd

consisted of two tones (hiqh 66n Hz and low 33n Hz) which

alternated hack and forth at a rate of two times a second.

CAUTTON (TA) A steady sound consistino of two frequencips, 71;0 Pz and 9Mn

Hz. The sound was present for 2 seconds and then repeated

every 10 seconds until it was cancellpe or the alert went away.

ADVISORY (PA) A sinql stroke chime. A 47q Hz tone was prpsented with a In

milliseconds rise and a I.R second decav in intensitv.

The peak intensity lpvel for the tonp were adjusted to approximately 7A dB

which was R dR ahovp the averaqe ambient noise in the simulator. The

siqnal-to-noise ratio was held constant by an automatic qain control.

The traffic advisories were presented on either an amber TCAS liqht located on

the qlareshield or on one of the two CRT's located forward of the throttles.

The CRT displays presented the location of th, intruder aircraft either in an

alnhanumeric (tabular) form or a qraphic form.

Two disnlavs were used to visually produce the RA alprt. A vertical speed

indicator which had been modified hv addinq directinnal arrows and limit bars

(Sep Fiqure 4.2.1-1) was located below the altimeter. An LFD displaV which

provided directional and limit nuidance both qranhically and alphanumerically

(see Finure 4.9.1-4) was locatpd to the lpft of the Horizontal Situation

Indicator. A voice display was also ised to present 0,e RA alerts. The voice
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Figure 4 2.1-3. IVSI Command Display for Simulation Tests
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messaqes came from the dedicated alertinq speaker and were preceded hy a 0.7S

second presentation of the warnlnq sound. The voice messaqp was repeated

until the pilot physically cancelled it or performed the correct maneuver.

Therefore, the sequence of events that occurred for each alertino situation

which went to an RA is as follows:

TAI! = 49 seconds PA LEVEL ALFPT - Chime sounds and deoendina

on the test conditions either the TCAS licht

or the CRT is activated with hlui cndinq (no

alert is qivwn at the level if it is an RA

only trial).

TAU =5 seconds TA LEVEL ALERT - C-chord sounds master

caution or the TCAS liaht illuminates if the

CRT is hPinq used the information concerninq

the TA level intruder turns amber (no alert

is qiven at this level if it is an RA only

trial).

TAIl = ?q seconds RA LEVEL ALERT - European siren sounds, the

red master warnino liqht illtiminates, the

CRT (if ised) information for the RA

intruder channes red and the annrooriate RA

disnlavs activate (dependina on the test

condition) with the nuidance messaqe.

All of the variables were chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of the system

in alertinq rapid and accurate responses. Therefore, the selection of Pach

variahlp had as a basis thp amount and tvnp of information Drasented to the

pilot about the intruder aircraft and suhsaQuent evasive action. The

rationale for selpctinq the display tynps, display formats and nnn-RA

encounter variahles are described below.
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The traffic display served to provide the pilot with a caution level alert

which prepared him for the RA. The format of this "lower" level alert is in

nuestion. If the alert were simply a "GET REArlY" for the RA, then a liaht

,ould servP this purpose. If on the other hand tho pilots could use informa-

tion ahoiit the location and approach of the intruder to increasP their

confidence in the RA or anticipate the direction of the conwand maneuver than

i more complex alert would he appropriate. Therefore, each of the traffic

display formats were chosen because they either provided more information or

they presented the information differently. The tabular format nrovidina

iltitudp and ranqe (Fiqure 4.2.1.q) nave the pilot some indication of the

intruder fliqht oath hut diA not pinpoint the location. The addition of

hoarinq information to the tahular format (Finlirp 4.2.1.; sijnnplied more

informatinn to the pilot, hut that information had to he acrurately cnnverted

to a snatial represpntation. The two craphic formats (Fiotures 4.2.1-7 andl -Q)

prosontpd this informtinn, and also orovider at least a plAn view of the

spatial relationship. Finally, a recorded %i-rsion of AT traffic avisnrips

wprp Drpented on one fliqht for PCh pilot to prnvide a baseline condition in

tho test.

The second variahle to he invPstiaatPd was the tvoe of RA display. ThreP

methods of prPsentation were invPstiaatPd in which the pilot must rpcpive thp

flort, understand it, and act on it in A very short neriod of time. The

modified IVM1 had the advantaqe of inteoratinq vertical quidancp with the

instrumont used to disnlay the vertical spepd of the aircraft. This instru-

,"ent was also compatible with currently used instrumpntation. Thouqh the dis-

oliy is located in tho pilots' prima-y field of vision (1;0 from centerline)

in the head down position, it is not when the pilot is head up. Also it was

fu't that the arranrPment of liahts on tho display may cause confusion,

esnrially ror those alertr which reauire a specified climh rate. The LED

display presented qraphically and alohanumericallY all the RA quidance. It

,qis locited on the main instrument panel, however, it could he located on the

ilar-Phifld where it would he in the pilot's primary field vision both hPaH

unp nd hepd down. Finally, the voice disnlay was not affected hy the

Air rten o f the pilot's vision.
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Note Predictor (dashed linel is broken in three segments representing
distances traveled in 10 sec. If the total distance is too short, then
a solid line is used.

Figure 4.2. 1-8. Advanced Graphic Format
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The third variable under consideration was the frequency in which a threat at

the caution level (TA) hecame a warninq (RA). In the operational sense it is

expected that because of its fliqht path, an aircraft could trinqer A traffic

advisory and not an evasive maneuver. The Question to be answered was that if

this situation occurs often will the pilots respond the same to the resolution

advisories when they do occur' To answer the question, the traffic advisories

proqressinq to resolution advisories was tested at either 90 or Qn percent of

the time.

4.2.2 Intruder Fliqht Path

In order to make the TCAS alertino situations realistic and to provide a

variety of displayed information, a number of different fliqht paths were

developed for the intruder aircraft. These flioht paths can he classified

into four qeneral cateqories (see Fiqure 4.2.7.11. The first cateqory

consisted of intruders flyinq on an intercept course with a difference in

altitude of 500 to 1500 feet either above or below the own aircraft. This

cateqory was called altitjde offset. The second cateoory, known as

lonqitudiinal offset, called for the intruder to fly at the same altitude as

the own aircraft on a course that would take it .75 to .qn mile either to the

front or to the rear. The third cateqnry called fnr the intruder to he

climhinq or descendinq into the own aircraft. This maneuver may or may not he

accompanied by either altitude or longitudinal offset. This cateqory was

referred to as chanqinq altitude fliqht paths. Finally, the own aircraft was

faced with more than one intruder. The intruders were the same altitude as

the own aircraft and on an intercept course. They could he either both at the

same anqle of arrival or have widely ifferent anqles. This cateqory was

known as the multiple intruder.

4.7.3 Simulation TCAS Loqic

A much simplified set of loqic was used to activate the TAS disnlays. This

was possible because the objective of the test was to study the nilots

response to the displays in a systematic manner rather than to test the full

TCAS system and orovide a definitive work on the operational procedures.

Therefore, the intruder aircraft flew canned fliqht paths which activated the
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displays in the followinq manner: A proximate advisory (PA) activated when

the intruder was 45 seconds from the point of closest approach (also known as

TAU). The traffic advisory (TA) or caution alert Activated when TAU reached

3q seconds. Finally, the resolution advisory (RA) or warning alert activated

when TAU reached 25 seconds. The direction of the RA vertical guidance was

always away from the intruder with the smallest TAIl value. The vertical rate

limits were imposed durinq flight segments in which the nominal fliqht path

called for a climb or descent profile. The limits were consistent with the

expected vertical speed. The correct response to any vertical alert was .2 G

(R foot per second squared) vertical maneuver in the appropriate direction. A

Chanqe in vertical speed which exceeded the correct response maneuver termi-

nated the alert.

4.3 Pilot Sample

Thirteen pilnts with a wide range of experience, includinq line pilots,

instructors, and management pilots, participated in the developmental simula-

tion tests at the Boeinq facility. The qroun cnnsised of representatives

from Boeinq, from domestic airlines includinq American, Rpnublic, United, U.

S. Air, and Western, from FAA, and from NASA. A summary of the pilot exppri-

ence is oresented in Table 4.3-1; numerical entries on the right hand side of

the table indicate the specific experience by aircraft tyoe and rpcency of the

experience (A is most recent).

A.4 Crew Tasks

4.4.1 Fliaht Task

To simulate the fliqht deck environment and work pattern, the pilots performed

test fliqhts of 31 minutes duration in the simulator. An aircraft model was

used for the hasic flyinq task; the pilots were required to fly a prescribed

fliqht plan, respond to ATC commijnications, locate targets in an external

visual scene and respond to alerts. The flight instrumentation availahle to

the pilots to perform their tasks, shown in Fiqure 4.4.1-1, consisted of an

airspeed indicator; an electronic attitude director indicator (EAfIT-roll,

pitch, alideslope); an altimeter; a rate of climb indicator; a horizontal
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Table 4.3-1. Summary of Pilot Experience

Pilot experience Specific aircraft experience

Statistic TCA's Flight-
Age past hours Recency* 707 727 737 747 DC-8 DC-9 DC-10 L-1011 Other

year (1,000)

Mean 43.4 190 9.1 A 1 5 2 2 2

Standard 4.5 209 4.2 B 2 3 1 1 1 3
devia ion

37.0 12 4.0 C 3 3 1 2

Range to to to
51.0 600 17.0 D 1 1

A is the most recent aircraft flown.

Pilot affiliation

" FAA 3 9 ATA 3

" NASA 1 0 ALPA 3
" Boeing 2 * APA 1
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situation indicator (HSI-cnurse, ME, localizer); the pilot's time-critical

display; and a clock to indicate fliqht time. The center panel contained the

visual information display, the electronic Pnqine instrument display, flaps

indicator and qear liqhts.

The flight controls available to the pilot included: wheel And column with

trim; rudder and toe brakes; speed brakes; flao handle; a-ar handle; fire

handles; throttle; rpsponsp key matrix; and a 17 key input panl.

The tests flinht nlan is illustrated in Fiqure 44.1.-?. It was divided into

five flinht phases: takeoff, climb, cruise, descent and landinn. The nilot

oerformpd a visual takeoff (Finurp 4.4.l-1) on a heading of U6n ° at a rate of

climb resuliing from TAV of ?In knots. The outside visjal scene disappeared

after takeoff. To achieve a more controlled flinht path for the flights, the

auto throttle was enoaqwe at ?n00 feet And flew the prPscrihed SpPH nrofile

for the remainder of the fliqht. The pilot leveled off and held 1cOfl feet

throuqh turns 1, 2 and 1. At a point In miles from waypnint D he received an

ATC clearance to descend to 10,n00 feet. After ex cuting turn A, ATC cleared

the aircraft to In feet. At Q.9 miles he was further cleared for ILS

approach and landing. The glidpsloDp raw data box appearpd on the AT!. At

one mile and vO feet the visual scene was aaain presented for landing. The

ATC clearances associated with the fliqht plan are presented in Tahle 4.4.1-1.

4.4.? System Alert Response Tasks

When the pilots detected a system alort, thpy wPrP required to depress a

uitton located on the left side of *hp control wheel. This iction was used to

mark the time that the pilot pprceivedl the new alert. After identifyina the

specific alert, the pilot Dprformed a prescribed response to solve t"'

oroblem. Table 4.4.2-i nrpsPns the onerational or system conditions that

were used, alonq with their associated responses. As can he sPen, the

responses were divided between two catpqorips, those that were made with

operable system elements (e.g., wheel hack, cycle gpar, Ptc.) and those that

were made thrnuqh a resnonse oanel hy dpDressing the switch corresnondinq to

the system which had a problem (P.g., L SYS HYP PRESR, ANTI-ICE). The response

panel had IR switches located in the center aisle stand, and configured as
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SPEED 200 kias

APPROACH TURN

Figure 4.4.1-2. Developmental Simulation Flight path
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Table 4.4. 1- . A TC Communication

Distance Altitude ATC

1 0 0 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Tower: cleared for takeoff
runway 36, wind calm altimeter 29.92. Cleared
left heading 310 deg at fix, ALPHA, Monitor
Pinevalley Approach Control 348.2 after takeoff.

2 21.7 nmi 15,000 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Approach Control: fix
COCOA, turn left heading 242 maintain 15,000.

3 29.3 nmi 15,000 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Approach Control: fix

COCOA, turn left heading 169 maintain 15,000.

4 71 nmi 15,000 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Approach Control:
descend to 10,000, cleared penetration and
I LS approach runway 36.

5 90.8 nmi 10,000 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Approach Control: have

you starting approach, do not descend below
4,000 feet until DME 9.5 nmi, current winds
light and variable altimeter 29.92, monitor
Pinevalley Tower 253.8.

6 112.3 nmi 4,000 Boeing 101: Pinevalley Tower: cleared to land
runway 36.
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Table 4.4.2- 1. Operational and System Conditions for Alerts and Their Associated Response

Alert Urgency Flight
Alert code CRT message levelb Pilot's response engineer's

response

Left engine fire 8 L ENG FIRE W PULL LEFT FIRE HANDLE RF FIRES

APU fire 9 APU FIRE W PULL CENTER FIRE HANDLE RP FIRE

Flaps set improperly 10 TAKEOFF FLAPS W CYCLE FLAP HANDLE RP CONFIG

Flaps set improperly 15 LANDING FLAPS W CYCLE FLAP HANDLE RPCONFIG

Right engine failure 11 R ENG FAIL W RP ENG STATUS RP ENG STATUS

Gear not down 12 GEAR NOT DOWN W CYCLE GEAR HANDLE RP GEAR

Overspeed 13 OVERSPEED W THROTTLEBACK RP OVRSPD

Cabin altitude 14 CABIN ALT W COLUMN FORWARD RP CABN ALT

Left generator drive oil 16 GEN DRIVE OIL C RP ELEC DISCONNECT

GENERATOR

Gear disagree 17 GEAR DISAGREE C RP GEAR RP GEAR

Right system 18 R SYS HYD PRSR C RP HYD CYCLE RIGHT
hydraulic pressure HYDRAULIC

SYSTEM

Antiskid inoperative 19 ANTI-SKID INOP C RP ANTI-SKID RP ANTI-SKID

Left air-conditioning 20 L PACK TRIP C RP ECS RP ECS
pack trip off

Forward main door open 21 FWD MAIN DOOR C RP DOOR RP DOOR

Right engine 22 R ENG OIL PRSR C RP ENG STATUS RP ENG STATUS
oil pressure low

Anti-ice inoperative 23 ANTI-ICE C RP ANTI-ICE RP ANTI-ICE

Autospoiler inoperative 24 AUTO-SPOILER C RP AUTO-SPLR

Altitude alert 25 ALTITUDE C RP ALT RP ALT ALRT

Left bleed off 26 L BLEED OFF A RP ECS RP ECS

Galley bus off 27 GLY BUS OFF A RP ELEC CYCLE SWITCH

Utility bus off 28 UTIL BUS OFF A RP ELEC CYCLE SWITCH

Right engine 29 R ENG HYD PUMP A RP HYD CYCLE SWITCH
hydraulic pump

Left engine 30 L ENG FIRE DET A RP FIRE RP FIRE
fire detector

Left brake overheat 31 L BRAKE OVHT A RP BRK RP BRK

Right forward 32 R FWD FUEL PUMP A RP FUEL CYCLE SWITCH
fuel pump

Forward cabin call 33 FWD CABIN CALL A RP CABN CALL RP CABN CALL

SELCAL 34 SELCAL A RPSELCAL RPSELCAL

a RP = response panel

bw = warning C = caution A = advisory
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Table 4,4.2-1. Operational and System Conditions for Alerts and Their Associated Responses (Concluded)

Flight
Alert Alert CRT message Urgency Pilot's response Engineer'scode CTmsae level n

response

Upper yaw damper 35 UPPER YD FAIL C RP FLT CONTRL RP FLT CONTRL

failure

Leading edge flaps 36 LE FLAPS C RP FLT CONTRL RP FLT CONTRL

Air-conditioning 37 AIRCOND/PRSR C RP ECS RP ECS
pressure

Left generator off 38 L GEN OFF A RP ELEC CYCLE SWITCH

Left bus tie 39 L BUS TIE A RP ELEC CYCLE SWITCH

Right electric 41 R ELEC HYDPUMP A RP HYD CYCLE SWITCH
hydraulic pump
Autothrottle disconnect 43 A/T DISC C RP A/T RP A/T
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seen in Fiqure 4.4.2-1. Caution and advisory level alerts were always

responded to through this panel. When the pilot made the correct response,

the alert messaqe was removed from the screen, the master visual alert was

extinouished ant the aural alerts were silenced.

4.4.3 TCAS Alert Response Task

When the pilots detected a TCAS alert they responded hy pressinq the button on

the left hand side of the control wheel. This action marked when the alerts

were detected. They were also required to respond with this button each time

the alert chanqed urgency levels, i.e., advisory to caution or caution to

warninq. For those encounters in which the intruder aircraft was visihle, the

pilot was also asked to push the riqht hand button when he had identified the

aircraft. After the alert had proceeded to the resolution advisory alert the

pilot performed the maneuver that was displayed. They were instructed to

achieve approximately a .25G climb or descent to an excursion of I0o feet per

minute on the IVSI. When the pilot made the correct response (i.e., aircraft

achieved .?5G vertical acceleration in the correct direction), the alert was

discontinued. A second type of resolution advisory was also oossible. This

alert type called for the pilots to limit a vertical maneuver that they were

already performinq. Examples of the two types of alerts are presented in

Fiqure 4.4.3-1.

4.5 Test Procedures

The variables tested in the developmental simulatinn are described in section

4.2.1. All variables not tested were held constant or controlled to avoid

hiasinq or confoundinq the results. Simulated aircraft ambient noise with an

average intensity of approximately 70 dR was presented durinq the fliqht task

to mask the uncontrolled noise that may have been occurrinq around the cah.

The ambient noise was controlled hy throttle position and airspeed to provide

a realistic sound spectrum based on aircraft performance. Durinq each fliqht,

variations of the noise level were kept within the ranqe of 67dB and 7?dR.

The ambient liqht levels were kept very low (q ft-L) to permit the use of the

outside visual scene. ATC communications were presented at 75dB and held

constant for all trails; visual message contrast was also held constant for

all trials. All pilots received the same instructions to minimize experimenter

hips (see Appendix B).
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ANTI 1 R ENG/APU AUTO IANTII
ICE j RK STATUS ISPLA SKID j DOR

ELEC HYD FUEL ECS j GEAR FIRE

GVSO CALL SELCAL FLTL ALT A/T

[ZR~jCALL fNR IL ALFT

Figure 4.4.2-1. Pilot's Response Panel
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VERTICALCLM
COMMANDS - DSCENDB

*Limit climb to 5.00 ft/mmn

S~~4< 4\~Limit climb to 2,000 ft/mmn-O Limit descent to 500 ft/mmn6. Limit descent to 1,000 ft/mmn
~ (~4/%Limit descent to 2,000 ft/imin

*Displayed alert.

Figum'.4.4.3-7. TCAS Resolution Advis~ry A/ert and Exanple IVSI Presentation
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Each test fliqht was 'l minutes in lenqth and contained IS alerts: twelve TCAS

intrusions and three systen alerts. This numhpr of alerts is not indicative

of the number expected in actual system operation. A larqer than expected
number of alerts were chosen for the simple reason that to obtain a sufficient

amount of data with realistic time periods hPtween the resolution advisories

would have required testinq time far in excess of the scope for the study.

The effect on the data of usinq a hiqher rate of alert occiirenceq was to

reduce somewhat the surprise and uncertainty factors, thuis makinq the response

and detection times shorter than would be expected in actual operationn. These

times were also affected hy the fact that the nilots knew that it was a TCAS

test and were Pxpectina the alerts. Therefore, the times obtained for the

test cannot be directly applied to opera:ional situations. This does not,

however, mean that the data cannot be used. Since all Aisplay combinations

were used with the samP numhpr of alerts, the relative differencPs in time

hetween these comhinations do aive an indication of the information transfer

occurrinq with the displays. This kind of result meets the objectives of the

test. Therefore the numhr of alerts comhinPd with a rplativelv hiqh workload

to keep the pilots involved in flyina do provide aopropt1a+t information in A

cost effective manner. The alerts were nresentpd on a schedutle of two minute

intervals; however, to help prevent the pilot's anticination of the alerts, a

45 second interval around each two minute mark was allocated for the alerts.

The alerts could therefore he present-A as close toqether as in seconds. The

times were chosen at random, and 1? different time scenarios were developed.

The only restriction on the time selection was that no alert could occur after

30 minutes into the fliaht to permit the pilot at least 60 seconds to respond

to the last alert. To reduce the nossihility of influencinq the data hy the

order in which the alerts were presented, 1? random alert orderinns were

developed and combined at random with the time scenarios to produce the test

scenarios.

Whenever task performance is mepsutred under several different treatment

conditions over an extended period of time, learninq or fatiaue may affect

performance on later trials. Care was taken to desiqn an apprnpriate

counterhalancinq scheme to prevent carry-nver effects from differentially

affectinq the pprformance measures for the different treatment conditions. It

should he noted, therefore, that the order in which the pilot received the
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experimental treatments was also randomly assiqned to prevent order bias from

confoundinq the results (see Table 4.-1). Immediately prior to each flliht

the pilot was briefed on the alertinq system confiquratlon that he would be

using.

The daily test schedule for the developmental simulation tests is presented in

Table 4.5-2; all pilots were to fly only one non-encounter condition. Two

pilots were tested each week spendinq two days per pilot in the simulation.

The test participation beqan with an introduction to the Visual Fliqht

Simulation Facility and a review of the proqram. The pilots were briefed on

the fliqht plan and qiven the nominal fliqht path parameters (see Fiqure

4.4.1.2). They were encouraqed to take notes on their briefino sheet and to

use them durinq fliqht. Followinq the hriefinq, the pilots entered the cah

for instruction on the operational characteristics of the simulator and the

test flight tasks (see Apnendix B for the hriefino checklist).

The pilots were informed of the basic tasks to be carried out durina each

fliqht. The first Involved flyinq the simulator from take-off to landina on

the specified fliqht plan. The second was respondinq to the alerts which was

done by performing the prescribed actions associated with each alert.

Before participatinq in the data collection fliqhts, each pilot made a series

of practice fllqhts. The purpose of these fliohts was twofold - to acquaint

the pilots with the fliqht characteristics and dynamics of the simulation

airplane iuonel 3nd the fliqht plan; and to become proficient at oerforminn the

correct alert responses. The first practice fliaht was 31 minutes in which

the complete fliqht pattern was flown. There were no alerts to distract the

pilots durinq most of this fliqht. The instructions on how to respond to the

alerts were explained durinq the practice fliqht, and any questions the pilot

had were answered. The second practice fliqht included a short seament after

take-off in which TCAS alerts were presented in order to familiarize the

pilots with the correct TCAS responses. Then the alerts were repeated and the

pilots were asked to respond to them by performinq the corrective action. The

time for traininq was two and one half hours.
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Table 4.5-2. Daily Test Schedule

Day 1

000 - 1:00 Cab warmup and preflight
0:30 - 2:30 Pilot training
2:30 - 4:30 Flights 1 through 3
4:30 - 5:15 Lunch
5:15 - 6:30 Flights 4 and 5
6:30- 6:45 Break
6:45 - 8:00 Flights 6 and 7

Day 2

000 - 1:00 Cab warmup and preflight
1:00 - 3:00 Flights 8 through 10
3:00 - 3:15 Break
3:15- 5:15 Flights 11 through 13
5:15 - 6:00 Lunch
6:00- 7:15 Flights 14 and 15
7:15 - 8:00 Pilot debriefing
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The test day cnnsisted of eiqht. fliqhts with approximately four hours of

flyina. Rrief rest periods were taken throuphout the day in an effort to

reduce fatique. After each test fliqht in which a new display was introduce(.

the pilots were aiven a short questionnaire (see AnDendix C) to evaluate the

display. Upon completinq the data collection fliqhts the pilots participated

in a short dehriefinq session. Their impressions of the TCAS concepts and the

application of these concepts were solicited. The formal dehriefinqs included

an informal discussion between the pilots and experimenter and relevant pilot

comments were recorded for further evaluation. The pilots were then qiven an

extensive questionnaire which they were to complete and return Ft a later

date. (See Appendix D).

4.6 Meas:irement Technique

4.6.1 Perforance Measures

The performance measures used in the tests fell into two catpnories - those

associated with the fliqht task and those associated with the alert response

tasks. The parameters that reflect how well the pilot performed the fliaht

task included altitude deviations, wheel and column reversals, landina

performance, accuracy of detection of the outside visual taraets. The

oarameters were especially important for the time period immediately around

the alerts because they provide a measure of the efficiency and effectiveness

of the pilot in performinq the fliqht maneuver. A second set of dependent

variables,used to quantify the responses to the a.lertinq system, included the

time and accuracy of alert detection, and the time and accuracy of the

response to the alert.

4.6.2 Subjective Measures

Finally, subjective data exprpssinn the pilot's opinions about the various

alertina system characteristics were aathered for all test confiourations.

The pilots were asked to comment on and rate the effectiveness of the

candidate TCAS displays, clarity of the messaae, format and system components.
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Ouestionnaires were administered immediatply after each fliqht in which a new

display was introduced so that the pilots could estahlish their reaction to

the display while it was still fresh in their minds. These questionnaires

were very brief and directed specifically toward a display used in the

preceding fliqht.

After completinn the entry test sequence the pilots participated in a

debriefinq which permitted them to provide innuts after Pxneriencin all

confiqurations. This debriefing consisted of an informal interview after the

last flight and an extensive questionnaire (See Anpendix n) which the pilots
were asked to take with them, complete and return at a later date. The

debriefinq questionnaire was in two sections: the first directed toward

hioqraphical and experimental data; and the second section was directed toward

the pilot's opinion about collision avoidance systems in qeneral and the test

display confiqurations specifically.

A niunber of different tynes of questions were asked in the second section to

provide the pilots with the maximum flexibility for PxprPssinq their opinion.

The first. type of question used was the ratinq scale in which a question was

asked and the pilot was qiven a scale with which to answer. An -xamnle of the

type of questions would be:

How useful is includinq the vertical speed on the resolution advisory

display?

Extremely Useful nf No IPetrimental Extremely

Useful Use fletrimental
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The second type of question was the forced choice question in which the oilot

was asked to select the hest of a numher of alternatives. For example:

In what intervals should the altitude information he qiven?

a. One foot

b. Ten foot

c. Hundred foot

d. Thousand foot

The third type of question was rank orderinq in which the pilots were qiven a

list of alternatives and asked to rank them from best to worst. The fourth

type of question was the open-ended pilot opinion in which the pilot is asked

the questions and then qiven space to provide his answer. For example:

What information should a collision avoidance system provide?

This type of question provides for a written structured interview.

The next technique is called semantic differentiation which was used to

develop opinion profiles. The semantic differential provioes a means to ,iudqe

opinion in a systematic way. The scale was developed by usinq a series of

polar adjpctives, and requirinq the pilots to indicate where their oninion

falls between the ends of the scale. An example of this type of question

would be:

Suppose the pilot is asked to .iudqe one of the TCAS display options on the

followinq scale:

Good I I I Rad

If he feels that the display is very qood he would check the box nearest that

adjective. An opposite rraction would result in a check at the other end of

the scale and a neutral opinion would result in the center hox heinq marked.
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Finally the pilots were asked to design their ideal system includlnq necessary

components, Information requirements and the format of the displays. They

were asked to relate the system to both a conventional and advanced flioht

deck desiqn.

4.7 Data Reduction and Analyses

The data obtained in the Developmental Simulation testino falls into

two qeneral cateqories - obiective (or nerformance) data and subjective

(questlonnalre/debrleflnq) data. A time-hased tahulation of all events that

occurred in the cab, switch and liqht states, displayed messaaes and fault

situation initiation, was generated from the data. From this tabulation,

sums, means and standard deviatinns were calculated for all performance

variables. The performance was analyzed with respect to all the alerts and

was also partitioned from the various alert cateqories. Analyspe of variance

were performed on the reduced data to determine if the various treatment

conditions had a differential affect upon performance. The statistical model

used for the data reduction was the analyses of variance. As dascrihed in

Section 4.2, two separate analyses were performed both of which were mixed

desiqns. All of the pilots had treatment conditions associated with a nortion

of the variables but one variable (percent no-RA encounters) divided the

pilots into two qroups. The model and source tahle for this type of analyses

is presented in Table 4.7-I.

Since developmental testinq requires that system developers be very sure

before they reject any candidate system concept, and since the time critical

tests were exploratory in nature, an error probahility of .10 was selected as

a test for siqnificance for the statistical tests nerformed on both

experiments.

4.7.1 Experimental Hypothesis

The followinq were the hypotheses upon which the tests were hased:

1. Pilot detection time is not affected by the type of alert (i.e. warning

versus advisory).
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Table 4.7-1. Sample of Analysis of Variance Model and Summary Table for a Factorial
Experiment With Repeated Measures on Some of the Factors

Model

Xik j  u/ +o i + 70~) +/3j + o0ij +/ Tjk(i) + k(ij)

Summary table

Source Expected mean square F ratio

A 0e2 + be Os2 + nb OA2  MSA/MSsub

Subje4t within A 
0e2 + ba os2

B Ge2 + a OBs 2 + na OB2  MSB/MSBs

A xB Ge2 + a oBs2 + n GAB 2  MSAB/MSBS

B x subjects within A Oe2 + a a1s 2

Note: The example is a two-factor experiment with repeated measures on one factor.
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2. The presence or absence of the traffic alert will not have an effect on

the detection of the resolution advisory.

3. The type of traffic advisory presented will not affect the initial

detection time of the alert.

4. The percent of none-RA encounters will have no effect on detection time.

N5. ATC traffic advisories will be detected Just as fast as any internal

alert.

6. The location of the traffic advisory visual alert has no effect on

detection performance.

7. The type of traffic advisory has no effect on the pilots response

performance.

R. The presence or absence of a traffic alert hPs no effect on response

performance.

P. Voice presentation of the resolution advisory is lust as effective as

voice combined with visujal in producino the correct response.

10. The IVSI and LED resolution advisory displays are equally as effective

as measured by response performance.

11. The percent non-RA encounters will have no effect on response

performance.

12. Altitude chanqe durinq the response will not be related to any of the

test variables.

13. The accuracy of the pilots' response will not be related to any of the

test variables.
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4.8 TPst Results

Althouqh some of the results reportad in the followinq sections as beina

statistically siqnificant may appear to he of insufficient maqnitude to he of

practical importance, this may be a false assessment of the results due to the

nature of the tests. It must be kept in mind that the pilots knew alerts

were qoinq to occur durinq the fliqht, and the anticipation of thp alert

resulted in a response that was faster than would normally occunr. The speed

that a pilot can respond to an alert is a function of certain physical factors

such as recoqnition and reaction times. As a pilot responds faster he

approaches these physical limits. As thesa limits are approached it is found

that the response times tend to qroup or stack up at the low end of the scale.

This factor has the effect of reducinq the spread of response time scores.

Another example of this type of effect can be seen in a simple physical experi-

ment of throwinq a hall. Imanine In neople throwing a ball as far as they

can. Each person's score would he the distance their hall traveled. For the

first throw there is a spread of scores from say 50 to ig9 ft. and the distri-

bution of scores was bell shaped with the most scores occurrinq at 120 ft.

Now for the second throw a large wall is built at I0 ft. All those oeople

who can't throw further than 100 ft. will throw Just like they did at first.

However, the rest of the people will hit the wall and it will look in their

scores like they can only throw 100 ft. This will rpduce the spread of the

scores thus reducinq the variability of the results. In the actual TCAS

operation, it is expected that the pilots will not he anticipating the alerts

and therefore the overall response times will he slower qettinq them away from

the "wall" of the ohysical parameters and permittinq a wider ranoe of times.

This would have the effect of increasinq the observed size of any real

differences that exist between the experimental treatments (14, 15, 16).

4.8.1 Detection Times

Detection time has been defined as the time from the initiaion of the alert

to when the pilot first noticed that either an alert had occurred or any

existing alert had chanqed urqency level. Theso two detection times actually

have different meanings in the alertina naradiam. The initial detection is a

measure of the attention qettinq quality of the alert. Alert chanqe

detection, on the other hand, reveals how well the alert is transmittinq

urqency information and could possihly provide a measure of complexity.
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The analysis of variancP summary tables for the initial detection time is

presented in Table 4.R.1-1. The main effect attrihuted to the alert display

was sianficant (F=15.QQ df 6,6n) and can be seen in Fiqure 4.R.1-1. Usinn

Duncan's New Multiple Ranqe test it was discovered that the CRT display and

sound (4.94 seconds to 5.25 seconds) were detected siqnificantly slower than

either the TCAS liaht and advisory sound (4.20 seconds) or the resolution

advisory with no caution alerts (2.50 seconds). Lookino at the detections for

each level of urnency the proximate advisory (PAI is detected siqnficantly

%slower (as expected) than either the traffic alert (TA) or the resolution

advisory (RA) for all the display types (F=55.8 df 2,12). As can he in Finure

4.8.1-? usina the TCAS liqht as the caution alert resulted in the shortest

detection time (1.46 sec) for the RA. This time was siqnficantly shorter than

either the 2.5? seconds for the RA without cautions (t=R.1 df 22) or the 2.15

seconds when usinq the CRT as a for caution alerts (t=1.Q df 22). The dtec-

tion of the ATC traffic advisory is comparable to usinq the advisory sound and

CRT. Finally, the percent of encountars that proqressed to an RA had no

effect either on the detection of the initial alert or on the detection of the

RA. Nor were there any interactive effects between the alert typp and the

percent of non-RA encounters.

4.8.? Resnonse Times

The analysis of various summary tables for the resnonse times is presented in

Table 4.8.2-1. The mean effect attributed to the traffic display was

significant (F=2.34 df 3,3P) with the mean response time for the RA which was

preceded by the TCAS liqht (3.49 seconds) hPinq siqnificantly shorter than for

those conditions with either no precursors (4.57 seconds) or when the CRT was

used as a precursor (4.6 seconds to 4.38 seconds). This result may he mis-

leadinq, however, due to the composition of the response time. Each resnonse

had two components, the time to detect the alert and the time to resnond. As

can he seen in Fiqure 4.8.2-1 the significant differences found in the

response time is due solely to the differences in the RA detection times.

When the component is factored out, there are no measurable differences in the

response times amonq the treatment conditions.
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Table 4.8.1-1. ANO VA Summary Table for Initial Detection Time

Source Sum of Degrees of Mean F Probability F
squares freedom square exceeded

Mean 1,930.05 1 1,930.05 457.05 0.0
Non-RA (N) 5.11 1 5.11 1.21 0.2
Error 42.22 10 4.22

Alert display (A) 80.84 6 13.47
AN 2.30 6 0.38 15.98 0.0
Error 50.55 60 0.84 0.45 0.8
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'All visual displays were accompanied by a master aural alert.

Figure 4.8. 1-1. Initial Detection Time as a Function of Alert Display
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Figure 4.8.1-2. Alert Detection Time-TA Display
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Table 4.8.2-1. ANO VA Summary Table for Response Times

Source Sum of Degrees of Mean FProbabi(ty F
squares freedom square exceeded

Mean 5,406.86 1 5,406.86 816.34 0.00
Non-RA encounters (N) 4.39 1 4.39 0.66 0.43
Error 66.23 10 6.62

RA display type (R) 182.85 2 91.42 51.71 0.00
RxN 1.10 2 0.55 0.31 0.73
Error 35.35 20 1.76

TA display type (T) 8.91 3 2.97 2.34 0.10
TxN 1.66 3 0.55 0.43 0.72
Error 38.21 30 1.27

RxT 3.10 6 0.51 0.32 0.92
RxTxN 8.24 6 1.37 0.86 0.52
Error 95.36 60 1.58

Vertical maneuver (V) 1.12 1 1.12 1.57 0.23
VxN 1.10 1 1.10 1.56 0.23
Error 7.11 10 0.71

RxV 0.49 2 0.24 0.21 0.80
RxVxN 0.81 2 0.40 0.35 0.70
Error 22.75 20 1.13

TxV 1.25 3 0.41 0.38 0.76
TxVxN 1.39 3 0.46 0.43 0.73
Error 32.18 30 1.07

RxTxV 5.77 6 0.96 0.95 0.46
RxTxVxN 8.69 6 1.44 1.43 0.21
Error 60.60 60 1.01
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Figure 4.8.2-1. A Comparison of Response and Detection Times as a Function of the Traffic Display
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The main effect attributed to the resolution advisory display was also

significant (F=51.71 df 2,2n). The mean response time for the voice only
condition (5.45 seconds) was significantly longer than for either the IVSI

(3.63 seconds) or the LEn (3.94 seconds) display. When comhined with voice

even though the IVSI display consistantly produced shorter response times than

the LED display, the mean differences were not statistically siqnificant.

When the response times are again partitioned into these two components it can

he seen (Fiqure 4.R.?-2) that the differences observed between displays are

due in this case to the response to the display rather than the detection of

the RA condition. The detection time curve has no measurable difference

across the displays while the response curve does exhibit the pronounced

difference for the voice display..

4.8.3 Missed Alerts and Incorrect Responses

The pilots responded to all of tha alerts. In all cases the direction of
response was correct. This result corresnonds to the data obtained from

previous alerting studies in which no warninq level alerts were missed. There

were some alerts, however, which though correct in direction were not of the

prescribed maqnitude (9 feet per second snuared) and therefore were not

included in the data. This set of resoonses (105) constituted eight percent

of the total number of responses (13RO) and was not concentrated in any one

treatment condition.

4.8.4 Pilot Input

The dehriefinq auestionnaire is presented in Appendix D. Ninety-two percent

of the pilots who particioated in the simulator tests returned a completed

questionnaire. The majority (7M%) of pilots participatina in the test were

familiar with the TCAS proqram prior to testinq. This fact does not make the

opinions expressed any less usable; however, it does sunqest that the test

desiqn and display confiourations may have had less Imnact on the opinions of

this qroup of pilots than they would have had on a less informed group.

The most often stated aspect reauired of the TCAS system was reliahility.

Seventy-five percent of the pilots felt that the system should not be required

on aircraft until it can be demonstrated to perform reliably. The three

criteria that were mentioned for system implementation were:
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o System Reliability

o Economic <easonability

o ATC Comoatibility

System unreliahility was most often oiven as the only reason for the pilot not

followinq the RA quidance. Seventy-five percent of the pilots felt that the

system should h desiqned so that the pilot would not he iustifiad in refusinq

to do the RA maneuver. In reviewinq the test system, all of the pilots said

they usually aqreed with the quidance presented. some concern was voiced,

however, that when they did not aoree with the alert (for whatever reason),

there was some hesitation in followinq it.

When considerinq the operational environment eiqhty-fotjr percent of the pilots

responded that horizontal maneuvers should be considered in the TCAS system

for those situations where a vertical maneuver may he inappronriate such as:

when operatinq close to the qround or ohstacles; when close to performance

limits of the aircraft; when qiven a hard altitude hy ATC; to eliminate

crossinq altitudes; in hinh density situations. Anreement was not reached on

changes in the amount of communication that will he required with ATC,

forty-two percent saw a decrease and sixteen percent said that it would remain

unchanqed. There were some chanqes in operational procedures that were

identified as beinq required for TCAS implementation. These were: providinq

the Captain with emerqency authority to break clearance due to an RA; provide,

for an automatic transmission to ATC when an RA occurs; definina whr' has

authority 4f ATC and RA should orovide conflictinq conmmands. Finally the

pilots report that even thouqh there should be no reduction in present traffic

separation, (75/), they would feel more confident when ovprflyinq another

aircraft and that TCAS would result in a safer operational environment (jlnlo.

In conjunction with opinions concernina neneral system operations, it was also

an ob.iective to obtain more specific reactions to the system features. The

followinq will be a summary of those questions dealinq with the three major

system components, the master alerts, thp resolution advisory and the traffic
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information display. Eiqhty-four percent of the pilots responded that both an

aural and visual master alert were nPeded to Qet the crew's attention under

all conditions. Ninety-two percent of the pilots ratad the aural sounds used

in the test as either aood or excellent. It was indicated, however, that

three lpvels of alertinq urqency were too many and only two levels were

recommended, caution (TA) and warninq (RA). The attention qettinq quality of

the master alerts was also rated as qood to excellent hy ninety-two percent of

the pilots. Chanqes that were recommended concerninq the master alert were

primarily directed toward the timinq sequences. Some of the pilots were

bothered hy thr, fact that the tone and the linht and the CRT displays did not

all come on at the same time. This lack of coordination was caiised hy the way

that the alerts were initiated because the aural alerts had a direct oath to

the main computer and the visual alerts were dependent on the REIJ update rate

(2 seconds). This nrohlem will he solved for future testino.

All of the nilots felt that some form of caution level alert would henefit the

TCAS system. The reasons most often qivpn for havinq the catition alert (R4%)

were to reduce the startle effect of the RA and to prepare the crew fnr

Dossibla action. The answer to the question of how to provide this

preliminary alert was not so clear cut. Forty-five vorcenf of the pilots

repoorted that an amber liaht should he used and fifty-fivw nercent wanteP, to

see a qranhlc CRT presentatinn. In cnn.i mction with this result, sixtv-sever

percent of the pilots expressed concern that an automated traffic advisory

display (CRT) could lead to pilot complacency with insufficient visual scan

time beinq devoted to nontransponder-equinned aircraft.

The data indicates that if a traffic information display is included it should

present the information araphically (lflOt) usinn color for the urnency level

(InnAi). The averaqe number of traffic advisories that the pilots felt they

could monitor simultaneously while attendino to fliqht duties were 2.5

intruders and the rane of responses was from zero to five intruders. As can

he seen in Fiqure 4.R.4-1 the oraphic disolays were considered more useful

than current ATC traffic advisories. If hearino information is included on

the tabular display, the pilots considered the display equally as useful as

the ATC traffic advisories; however, +hP majority of the pilots (79)%

commented that this was true only for a sinnle intruder. If multiple
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Figure 4.8.4 -1. Pilot Opinion Concerning the TA Display Usefulness
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intruders were present, the tabular display was much more difficult to use

even with bearina information presented on the displays. The qranhic disolays

were rated the least ambiquous and the tabular display without hearinq

information, the most. The advanced qraphic display was the most preferred

CRT traffic advisory format, beinq preferred by ninety-two percent of the

pilots.

There was no consensus amonq the pilots as to what traffic should he presented

if a CRT type of display is available. Thirty-three percent of the pilots

felt that only threats as defined hy TCAS should be presented and thirty-thr~e

percent felt that TCAS threats should he presented with the option of display-

inq surrounding traffic when a threat is present, finally thirty-three percent

felt that the surroundinp traffic should apoear automatically when a TCAS

threat is Dresent. When an intruder is shown on the CRT, the majority of

pilots required the followinq information about it: bearinq data (67T);

horizontal separation (7S4) hoth ranqe and time; and the altitude of the

intruder if known (n0%) relative to own altitude (7%) and in hundred foot

increments (02%). Other information that some of the pilots would like to

know about the intruder includes: direction of vertical movement (33%;

closure rates (33%); heading or track (?;%); and vertical speed (17%). One

option available on the traffic display is to permit the intruder aircraft to

remain on the display after a corrective maneuver has been acromplished, to

show the pilot where it went. The maiority of the pilots tested (67%) felt

that this feature would not he useful. When investiqatinq the traffic

information display utility with respect to fliqht phases the pilots felt that

it would be most useful in the climb, cruise, descent and approach phases and

least useful durinq takeoff and landina.

The third component of the TCAS display system is the resolution advisory

display. Ninety-two percent of the pilots tested felt that corrective tyops

of RA's (e.q, CLIMB or LIMIT DESCENT to 500 fpm) are necessary to the system

and only thirty-three percent felt that predictive alerts (e.q., don't

descent) are necessary. Sixty-seven percent of the pilots rated the

corrective alerts more critical than the predictive while none of the pilots

selected the opposite ratinq. For the presentation of the corrective alerts,

an arrow was selected as the most appropriate indication of a vertical
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maneuver (iOnh). Since the present system only provides for vertical

resolution advisories, ninety-two percent of the pilots indicated that the

vertical speed should he included on the resolution advisory disolay.

Considerinq these responses it is not unexpected that the modified IVST was

rated the clearest, least ambiquous resolution advisnry display (see Fiaurp

4.0.4-2) and the LED display the least clear, especially hy those pilots who

saw hoth vertical maneuver alerts and vertical limit alerts.

Care must he used in selectinq the voice messaqes. Durinq the test a numher

of occasions were reported where the pilot mistook the voice alert "Limit

climb two thousand feet per minute" as heinq "Limit climb to a thousand feet

per minute". Ninety-two percent of the pilots felt that the modification of

the TVSI did not detract from the primary purpose of the instrument and that

the use of color did help the interpretation of the information presented.

Some of the chanqes suqqested for the displays used in the test include:

IVSI - make briqhtness adriustable

- add horizontal mane||var arrows

- indicate required climh rate

- make needle more visible

LED - reduce complexity

- make hriahtness adiustable

- move to qlareshipld

VOICE - reword messaqes to eliminate amhinui+y

- automatically cancel after two repeti+inns

- make more uraent

Finally, all of the pilots felt that the alerts prnvided them sufficient time

to react and the pilots usually aqreed with the resolution advisory.
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s.O DISCUSSION ANn CONCLUSIONs

Since any collision avnidanre warninn can he defined as a time-critical aler+,

of primary importance when considerinq the display system to he used is +he

speed and accuracy of the response produced. Therefore, anythinq that

increases the speed of alert detection and resnonse without havina an adverse

effect on response accuracy should be considered in the system

recommendations.

Care must be usted when interpretino the results of this experiment and their

real world sianificance, because the pilots know that alerts are qoinq to

occur durinq any experimentation with crew alertinn. When investiqatina

time-critical alerts especially, the time between alerts must be artificially

short because the experiments would not be very cost effective if a more

realistic time scale were used. Therefore, in the oresent study, the nilots

were exDectinq the alerts and their responses were faster than they would

normally be. They were also faster because the pilots did not have to

complete the entire evasive maneuver for their response hu rather they only

had to attain an acceleration of .95n. Thesa constraints lead to a skewino of

the data toward zero and reduced the differences amonq treatment means raisina

the level of difficulty in discoverina significant differences I'etween +he

means. Therefore, any effects that were found to he statistically significant

should he considpred even thouqh they may not look to he of practical sinnifi-

cance, since it is Pxpected that the differences will hecome lamer in rpal

life situations.

The results of the study indicate tht not only the initial detartion time hut

also the chanqe detection time is very sensitive to the alertinq displays.

The initial detection time was dependent on three basic alert combinations: a

red light in the primary field of view with a warnino sound; an amher liaht in

the primary field of view with a chime; and a CRT display in the secondary

field of view with the chime. Each of these comhinations produced a

siqnificantly different mean detection time from the others. Tho warninq

liqht and sound producinq a faster detection than tkn amher liah+ and sound

even thouqh the amher liqht had twice the liqhted surface area than the red

liqht. The warninq alert also had a voice component which could have heen
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contributinq to detection performance; however, if this were the case, the

ATC traffic advisories should have been detected faster than the TCAS liaht.

This was not the case. These results tend to indicate that the sound

characteristics were more important in attractinn the crew'% attention. It

shows that for warninq situations, especially when time is critical, a chime

may not be able to produce sufficipntly rapid response times. The results,

that show sianificantlv faster detection with a liqht in the primary field of

view than with a visual display in the secondary field of view, are consisten*

with previous studies (7,P) and indicate that if the alert re-clires i.mmediate

attention, a visual alert should be located in the primary field of view and

combined with a sound that is appropriate for the urcency level.

The next question to answer is whether or not the caution or "qet ready" alert

is benefical and how much information does it need tn supply to the crew. If

the system is Qoing to use multiple urqency levels, the detection of level

chanqe becomes an important factor. The TCAS lioht renresents the least

complex caution alert. The only information that it carries is the fact that

an intruder aircraft has come to a caution level position. This alert

resulted in a siqnificant improvement in the RA detectinn time when compared

to RA's which had no previous caution. One miaht then ask, if a little hit is

qood, should more be better? The conditions that used the CRT display for

traffic had two alert levels before the PA. With the urqency levels chanqina

every ten seconds you would expect that havinq two urqency levels before the

RA would be as qood or better than the sinqle level and sianficantly hetter

than with none at all. This was not the case. As the rpsults show, the RA

detection with the CRT traffic displays was siqnficantly slower than with the

TACS cuation liqht. There was no measurable difference between havino a CRT

for the lower level alert and havinq no caution at all. This findinq indicates

that somethinq else is overcominq the advantaqe created by usinq the CRT as a

for the caution level alerts. If the RA is considered an intrudino task when

the pilot is usinq the traffic display, a workload explanation can be oostu-

lated for the increase in detection time. Rolfe (1M) has shown that as work-

load increases the performance of other tasks decreases. Therefore, as the

traffic display presents the pilot with an increase in informatinn it hecomes

more difficult for the resolution advisory to attract his attention and there-

fore for him to start the correct resoonso. The response perfnrmAnce also
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indicated this effect. Response time to the RA which followed the TCAS light

(TA alert with the least infornmation) was sianificantly shorter than the times

for the RA response followinq a CRT presented TA. Tt was further found that

when the response time was hroken into its two components, the detection

component and the response component, the former was the drivinn factor in the

overall time. This indicates that when the time to respond is the only

measurement criteria, the sooner the pilot nets the critical information the

faster he will respond. In the case of this study, the critical information

was the quidance presented on the resolution advisory disolav.

Another benefit attributed to the information on the CPT display is that it

will permit the pilot to anticipate the direction of the rpsolution advisory

maneuver if he is familiar with the aloorithms. In order to look at this

effect, the Dilots were briefed that the resolution advisory would always

direct them vertically away from the intruder (i.e., if the intruder is above

the RA will he "Descend"L. With this type of instruction, the pilots should

have ben able to use the nositional information on the CRT to oreoare for the

RA maneuver and thus perform the maneuver faster than when they diA not have

the information. Even thouoh sixty-seven Dprcent of the pilots reported that

they were usina the CRT information to anticipate the RA manpuver, the nerfor-

mance data do not support this result. As pointed out ahove, the differences

observed in response performance were due almost exclusively to the differ-

ences in tho time to detect the rpsolution advisory. Once the alert has been

detected, the response is not dependent on the amount of information the pilot

had nrior to the alert.

The repsnlution advisory display did have an effect on the pilots response

performance, and when the response times were partitioned into thp detection

and response components it was found, as expected, that the differences were

due to the response component. Therefore, the presentation media and format

of the RA information was affectinq the pilots response. The modified IVSI

when combined with voice resulted in th- quickest responses and the voice

alone the slowest. The results support the pilots contention that they were

usinq the visual display to initiate the action and the voice to verify

response accuracy. To accomplish this procedure with the voice display alone

would require extra time due to thp seriouis nature of the voice messaae.
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These data support previous findinqs, a summary of which can be seen in Fiqure

q.n-i, (11) which indicate that the hest presentation method for information

which requires rapid action is by usina a combination of voice and visual

displays. The complexity of the information presented on the visual display

seams to have been a contributina factor to the response and preference

differences between the IVST and LED displays. The pilots felt that the LED

display was overly complex and the data tend to support this feelinq. Even

thouqh both displays presented a directional arrow for the alert, the response

to the LED was consistently slower than to the TVST. The increase in visual

complexity with the tri-color backqround could have caused the difference. The

lack of a dynamic vertical speed indication on the LEl display was discussed

as a major drawback for the vertical limit alerts as was the perceived

amhiquity of the display.

The pilot inputs have been reported in the results section and in previous

studies (4,6,7,8). They support a system that has two levels of uraency,

caution and warninq, with master alerts, both visual and aural, announcinq

each level. The resolution advisory display should provide ouidance infnma-

tion in as straiqht forward and least complex manner as possible. Arrows

should he used to show the direction of the prescribed maneuver and bars or

some other index should be used in conjunction with a vertical sped indicator

to set vertical limits. Color is dpsirahle but too much color confuses the

display. The voice messaqes should be consistent with the visual display and

they should be distinctive so that there is no confusion htwPen alerts.

The pilots were unanimous in their desirp for a caution level alert but their

opinion was mixed as to how this should be implementd. If however, some form

of traffic display were included in the system, there are certain characteris-

tics that the pilots would like the display to contain. The results indicate

that the pilots desire a color araphic display which nresents at a minimum the

ranqe, altitude and bearinq of tati based intruder aircraft. The altitude

requested was relative to the own aircraf " however, absnlute altitude was

not used in the test. A previous study (11), which had the pilot use absolute

altitude and not relative, reported exactly the opposite findinas. These

results suiaest that the pilots can use either presentation and Are hpl)v with

the one most familiar to them.
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Response time
Nature of stimuli Rse Test conditions and results(sec)

Visual 12.12Visual and buzzer 4.02 Tracking task; no impact on concurrent trackingVisual and voice 2.40 task performance

Visual and buzzer 4.57
Visual and voice 1.94

Visual and tone 9.35 Tracking task; better tracking with voice warning

Visual and voice 7.89

Visual and buzzer 2.63
Visual and voice 1.62

Visual 128.27Voice 3.03 High-speed, low-level military flight tests

Visual 44.05 Visual consisted of analog instruments and lights
Voice 2.93 in an F-100 aircraft

Auditory 2.2
Visual 2.7

Simulation of a typical cockpit environment

Voice 1.94
Buzzer 2.57

Tone 9.35 F- 11 simulator; each alert consisted of a master
Voice 7.89 zaution light, alert identification light, and aural

annunciation of the type described to the left

Tone, voice, and visual 5.0
Tone and visual 6,0

Voice 5Simulation of electronic cockpit environment
Tone and voice 6.3
Visuala 7.6
Visualb 6.0

aVisual presented outside pilot's primary field of view.
bVisual accompanied by a master alert in the pilot's primary field of view.

Figure 5.0-1. Typical Response Times as a Function of Display Type
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6.n TCAS CANDIDATE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The final step of the developmental simulation was to identify the TrAS

display configuration which would he u4ed not only in the operational

simulation hut also in future flieiht test proqrams. Tn order to perform this

task it was necessary to review the TCAS and crew alertinq data hases and

utilize the relevent information. The literature (e,3,5,7,R ]]), test results

and the pilots' subjective input (Section 4) were iisr-l to identify the actual

display characteristics. In thp operational simulation, the recommended

display configuration will he implemented in simulation hardware and vAlidatad

while testinn various operational procedures.

6.1 System Desiqn bh.jectives

A number of desian objectives were used in identifvina the characteristics and

Ionic of the displays recommended for TCAS. A major ohiactive was to 4efine a

minimum set of information required hv the system and relate that infnrmatinn

to displays which are anlicahle not only to advanced fliqht dprks which have

an inteqrateH Alerting system hut also to conventional fliaht deck which

requires dedicated alerts. In this framework, there was a dpire to develop

an efficient and effective display configuration. Presentation of the

information should minimize the time for the fliqht crew to detoct, assess,

and respond to the alerts. Information processino and memorization canahilit-

ies should he kept as low as possible. All displays and alert loqic should he

quided hy the quiet dark cockpit nhilosophy. Finally, distraction and startle

effects should he minimized to reduce disrupture of aircraft cnntrol.

6.? TCAS Display Confinuration

One of the major obiectives of the dpveloDmental simulation was to define the

recommended display confiouration for implementation in subsequent phase' of

the TCAS effort.
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In order to display TCAS information, two lpvels of alert uroency shoulA be

used:

o arninq - Resolution Advisory - situations that requirp

immediate corrective action.

n Caution - Traffic Advisory - situations that require in mediate

crew awareness.

As a minimum these levels should he reflected in the comhination of y stpm

components.

Three primary display components were identified, a master caution (TA), a

master warninq (RA) and resolution advisory display (hoth visual and voice).

These components may he combined as follows:

o Master Alerts

o Unique caution sound and amher annunciator as the traffic

advisory (TA).

C Unique warninq sound and red annunciAtor for the resolution

advisory.

o Resolution Advisory Displays

0 Visual display nrovidinn information available on the

modified IVSI

o Voice alert with information equivalent to the visual

display and continuous until cancelled

The presentation of traffic information on a CRT display is also a method of

presentinq the caution level alerts. However, hefore this type of display is

recommended for inclusion as a necessary component of the TCA, system, fuirther
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testinq should be conducted to assess its impact on the total aircraft system.

Therefore, it is recommended that a CRT disnlay prespntina a color araohic

representation of traffic position and containin at least h~arinq, altitude,

horizontal separation and vertical direction information for each intruder, hP

included in follow-on test efforts to nrovide this assessment.

The followinQ sections will present some of the maJor characteristics of the

system components. A more comprehensive description of component charactpris-

tics and the basis upon which they were recommended can be found in the desiqn

quidelines from the Aircraft Alertinn Systems Standardization Study (21.

6.9.. Master Alerts

The master alerts are used to attract the attention of the crew and orovide

preliminary information ahout the urqency of the alert. In the TCAS system

only two levels of intruder alerts have been recommended, warnina (resolution

advisory) and caution (traffic advisory). The master alert should bhe uninue

for each level. Due to the attention qettino qualities of these alerts, they

may hecome a distraction once they have performed their function. Therefore,

they should he manually cancellable and should also cancel Automatically when

the situation no lonqpr exists.

It is further recommended that hoth visual and aural alerts be used to net the

crews attention so that the system will be effective under the majority of

workload and environmental conditions.

Master visual alerts should be provided for each of thp crew members. The

location of the alerts for the captain and first officer should he within

fifteen deares of each one'% centerline of vision (see Fiqure 6.?.I-.1 hnth

head-up and head down. This is known as the orimary field of ,iew and has

been defined as follows:

o Head-up - centerline of vision is a line from the eye reference

point in the aircraft extendinq forward apnroximately ten deorees

hel ow hori zontal.
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0 Head-dnwn - centerline of vision is a line extending from the eye

raference point to the canter of the Ani.

Usinq these definitions will place the master visual alerts on or near the

qlareshield. The master visual alerts should subtend at least one square

deqree of visual angle. The lighted portion of the alert should be colored

with amber heino used for the traffic advisory (caution) and red heinq used

for the resolution advisory (warning).

On conventional fliaht decks, discrete annunciators should be used for the

TCAS mastars. The leoend "TCAS' should be clearly visual on all the

annunciators. For fliqht decks that have an intearated alertina system with a

comprehensive centrally located vitual information display, the existinq

master warninq/caution annunciators should be utilized with a "TCAS" messaqe

output on the information disDlay.

A different master aural alert should he used for each urgency level. The

sounds that are chosen should he desianed to most effectively penetrate the

noise spectrum in the cab. The intensity should he set at R+ 3 r ahove the

masked threshold and ha held at that level hy usina automatic nain control.

So that the crew can quickly recognize the sounds and voice as heinq qenerated

by the alertino system, they should he prceDtually separated from comoetinq

sound sources (e.o. ATC, nround cnmmiinication, Petc.). The sounds should he

selected to reflect the alert uraencv )evpl. In order to do this the sounds

should have the followinq chartaristirs:

0 Cauition Sound (TA)

- steady sound ormnmnos; of at 1PAt two freouuncips

hetwepn inn and i Knn Hz.

- sound duration between 1.? and 7.0 seconds

- sound should repeat Pvery R to 17 seconds until cancelled
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o Warnina sound (RA)

- sound consistinq of two alternatinq frequencies

(European siren) in the 400 to 1000 Hz ranoe sparAtpd
hy at least 30 Hz.

- each frequency should be on for 0.? to M* seconds

before alternating to the other

- master warninq should hie active- for 0.7r, seconds before

switchino to voice

- a silent t-ime of 0.js to0 n.; seconds should be provided

hetween thp sound and voice

Figure ~.Aprovides a orAphic presentation of sample master alerting

sounds.

6.9.? Resolution Advi'ory flisplaysv-

The resolution advisory alert meets the qual ifications of a "time-critical"

alert set forth in the Alertinc system desinn quidelinas (?). The purpose of
Any time-critical display is -to provide the creow with direct cue;s for res-

pondinq to the hiqhpst-uraency level of warninq. Therefore, recnrxWendAtions

for the presentation of alert informiation on the RA displays should follow

those quideliner.

The resolution advisory will use hoth the aud4itory and visuAl channels to

provide the pilots ouidance for resolvinq the conflict. The infovrnAtion

,rovided Should he desiqlned to fACilitAtO the rapid detection andi performance

of the appropriate response.

A visual resolution advisory disolay should be provided for both the captain

and first officer. The displays should he locatedt within each pilot's

head-down primary field of view. This recommendation is consistent with the

findings of Cooper (6e) which state "the most urnent warninas should he located

adiacent to the controls, And displAys involved in alleviating the warning".
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He further stated that "warninqs related to aircraft control, such as "PUILL

UP" should he located adjacent to the instruments that the pilot is uisina such

as the ADI or IVSI". These findinqs are also consistent with the

recommendation that the RA display have vertical speed as an intearal part of

its information. The display should provide the pilot quidance as to the

correct action. The most effective way to provide the information has been

found to he qraphic usinq color to connote uroency. Carp must he used in

developina any qraohic scheme so that the format is easily understood. An

arrow should he used to nivp the direction of any vertical maneuvers. Tf the

RA imposes a limit on a maneuver already in proqress, bars or other tynes of

indexes shnuIld he in conjunction with the vertical speed indicator to show the

limits. These limit hars should extend down to zero foet nor minute. In hoth

of thpse cases the alert calls for immediate action hy the crow and thus

should be coded red. The visuial PA display should remain active until the

alertinn situation no lonqer exists and then cancel. As with any other flioht

instrument, the RA display should provide the crew with some indication when

it has failed. Two types of failure have hen identified for consideration,

hardware and loqic. System hardware failurps should he identified on the

display hy a physical indication to the crew (e.q., flaos, liqhts, bars, etc.)

that the system is not operative. If the aircraft has an inteqrated alertinq

system, a messaqe should also appear on the visual information display. The

second failure type occurs when an RA condition exists hut the lonic cannot

provide quidance for that particular situation. In this case the crew needs

to know that they are in an RA situation hut it must he very clear that the

system cannot hive cuidance. One way to accomplish this would he to

illuminate all the liahts on the display.

The voice display for the resolution advisory should reoeat the information

provided on the visual display. Because of the time critical nature of the

alert, the voice messaqe should he acti ,ated automatically after a 0.7S second

presentation of the warninq sound. The alertina sound and essential elements

of the voice messane should be conveyed within 9.5 seconds. The messaae

should repeat until, 1) the pilot cancels it manually ?) the alertino

situation no lonoer exists or 3) the messaqe chanaes. In each of these cases

the messaqe should complete then discontinue. In case three the new messaqe

would he nreceded by the warninn sound. The voice messaqo should he presented

in a monotone with an intensity that is R+ dB ahove the amhient noisp.
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6.2.3 Traffic Information Display

The test data indicate that the information increase resultina from a CRT

traffic information display used for the TA can increase the pilot response

times to the time-critical resolution advisory. Therefore, carp must he used

in developinq procedures with a TCAS disoaly system that includes this type of

display. However, since the developmental simulation testpd the CRT display

only with respect to its affect on the resolijtion advisory response time,

includinq the pilots antirination of the responsp, it is recommended that

further testinq be conducted with a color nraphic presentation of traffic

information to assess its impact on the use of T.AS and on the operation of

the aircraft as a whole.

For testina, the display should nrpspnt traffic information qraphically tisinn

color to portray the urqency level of each individual aircraft. The number of

aircraft present on the screen should he limited to a manaaeahle number. Data

has shown that three aircraft on the screen at any one time should he a

maximum. The utiliziation of the display should conform to the nuiot dark

cockpit philosophy which calls for alertinq displays to he dark when every-

thina is normal. When the display is active, the symholnoy should move

smoothly. Update rate should he increased or some smoothina function aDIlied

to the symbols to keep them from i[IMDinq.

Care should be taken in developinn the qranhic nresentation so that the dis-

play can be easily interpreted and the symholoay does not cnnflict with

symboloqy already present on the fliqht dack. The own aircraft symhol shoulA

he centered horizontally and located toward the bottom of the screen to allow

for faster head-on closure rates. The symbol should he consistent with other

displays such as EHSI or HUD. At least one ranne rinq should he provided to

qive the pilot some sense of distance to the traffic. The symbol representinq

traffic should he distinctly different from the own aircraft and it should

chanae color with respect to its danqer to the own aircraft. Altitude

associated with each traffic symbol, if known, should he displayed in the same

color as the traffic symbol. This altitude may he civen in either absolute or

relative to the own altitude. If ahsolute altitude is niven for the traffic,

the own aircraft altitude should also he presented on the display. Finally,
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associated with the traffic should he somp indication of vertical motion. If

the traffic is non-mode C equipment, some indication (i.e, nuestion marks)

should be used in place of the altitude to show the crew that no altitude is

available.

If surroundinq non-tau based traffic is to he displayed, it should he avail-

able durina the TA-RA sequence only to conform to the nuiet dark cockpit. It

should also he color coded with a color other than red or amber.

6.3 Follow-on Verification and Evaluation

Phase II of the study, the Onerational Simulation, will have as its ohiertives:

0 Develop and evaluate the onerational procedures associated with

CAS alerts under hoth normal and ahnormal fliqht onerations.

o Assess chanaps infliqht deck operation associated with the CAS

alerts

o Asses, operational procedures as rplatpe to ATC control

o Assess the impact of TCAS disnlay requirements on fliqht deck

systems and layouts

o Validate the display concptt in operational conditions

Phase II will complement the concept TCAS display system in simulation hard-

ware and install it into a motion-hase simulator with full operational capa-

bility. The appropriato TCAS software will he implemented to orovide fidelity

to the situation and to make the findinqs more qeneralizeahle to actual

operations.
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A. Simulation Center and Hardware Layout and Sumnnary

The various requirements of this study cal1 pd for au Pasily rconfiourahlo

facility in which several fliqht deck systems could hP 4lwnonstratpd, t 'tptd

and evaluated in a realistic environment. The Kent Visual Fliqht Simulator at

the Fliqht Simulation Center was chosen. Located in a flpxihl- exrerimental

simulation laboratory, the simulator, called the Rlu- Cab, was modified o)

represent a aeneric wide body cockpit confinijration with a workina pilot,

station.

The cockpit instrumentation included two Tt-AC idvi;ctrv disulays, a Tr~S

advisory annunciator and two TCAS aiprtirn dii. -I- I i s ni.;3ay and IV- wih

directory liqhts). Several comhin.ations ct he 'AS . Iin w-re used hut

they were never all used toqPthor.

An external visual workload was Drvid ,4 tn thp yil'rt th ,;oh th, or ava-1

windscreens; computer controllon vid&o userl f'r c- .. t.IrnPI iocation. h p

nilot was also presented alortini aura-,' ,li- r -ff 1n- rrIor , rnommnd,,.

hackqround communications, and enqiw , an" r- sr'; .

The test conductor was fo visual an,l vK'", :- hr,,,.m

the tests from his consolo. This cnn-. nr, (j'j ," +n

interface directly with the main com",;0;, r - a' v r, -n , vidi-o

oaramters. Finure A.O-1 deptirt s 'h- h ayl r" ' - n

A.1 CockDit Simulator

The Blue Cab had a hyhrid (electroni n ,i:n,,t m,
1  

Slinr . n

standard center console, an' seats fer th>, 1i 4 a r n' Iot . 'tiv, fI i h

instruments were provided for the ni> t on'v. ' it, .,. ,/, ir eIC 'C. -

form, the cab was Positioned towards thr IIF-cf ir t'': 5, ro , * - 0' t

lowered platform. This placed the p 1o.'s y- . A" rp ' io

relatinnship with respect to nh hImi i,-.l roiifl 5(,',l. ]

projector was located di. Ptly above th, n"o n *,o e, rnfon, pint w.-,.

ahout eighteen feet from the scrPer
n

. , I - -,

illustrated in Fiqure A.)-l.
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TV MONITOR AND
INTRUDER VIDEO!TAPE PLAYER

COMPUTER PRESENTATION
CENTER EQUIPMENT

I , /CAB

PROJECTION

_vCREEN

PROJECTORS

CONTROLLER

RUNWAYMASTER
MODENWAY. CONTROL

MODE CONSOLE

/ . -VIDEO
CONTROL
CONSOLE

MODEL

ROOM1h
CONTROLA

COMPUTER-
CONTROLLED
CAMERA

Figure A.0. 1. Kent Visual Flight Simulation Center
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A.1.1 Pilots' Instrumentation

The Blue Cab's main instrument panels, supporting framework and alareshield

was desiqned to reoresent a qeneric wide body commercial aircraft. The

pilots' instrumentation consisted of raster scan CRT's, standard

electro-mechanical intstruments, annunciators and switches. A (q inchl color

Hitachi CRT was used for the EADI and it was driven hy a Boeing huil color

qraphics qenerator. Advanced system alerts were presented on a (5 inch) color

Hitachi CRT. A Lpxidata model 34M) color graphics qenerator was used to drive

this CRT. A (9 inch) black and white CRT used to display enqine instrument

information was driven by a Boeing built har graphics generator. Rpfer to

Figure A.1.1-1.

The servo and synchro motors of the electro-mechanical instruments were driven

from a local controller. Diqital information from the host comnuter was fed

to the controller. The controller then passed it through digital to analog

and digital to syncro converters. Discrete input cards sampled the switches

when requested by the host computer.

This included tha Pilot Response Panel switches (Figure A.I.1-). Excent for

the "TCAS ALERT" and master Warninn/Caution switch lamps, all lighted

annunciators were driven with discrete output cards. The (amhr) "TCAS ALERT"

and (red and amhr) warning and caution switches were controlled by a TCAS

audio-video (TW) unit, (Section A.?.?).

The FAA supplied a modified IVSI (wiih director lamps) which is discussed

in Section A.?.6. Two different CAS Advisory Displays were evaluated. They

wora mounted in the center console forward of the throttles (Figure A.1l-9).

These advisory disolays are dascrihed in Section A.?.;.

A.? CAS Simulation Fquipment

The CAS Simulation Equipment was designed to operate as an integral suhsystem

to the Blue Cab with only two interface links required bhtween it and the host

computer (Fiqure A.?.-I). This desiqn made it possihle for the system to he

checked out before installation, eased integration and checkout in the

simulation center, and will permit easier installation in different cockpit

simulators for other phases of this study. The six suhunits that make up the

CAS equipment are described below.
A-5
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A INTRUMENTAID DISPLAY

PANEL DUAL THROTTLE LEVERS

AURAL WARNING

FLIGHT
ENGINEER
PANEL

Figure A. 1. 1-2. Internal View of Blue Cab
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SWI rc;i

DiSPLAY

COLLINS
COLOR

GRAPHICS
GENERATOR

LOCAL RS- ETERMINAL 232 BEU RS- AID
UIO 2321 SWITCHING SYMBOL VIDEO

UNIT A' BOX GENER COAX
HOST RS- *MICRO NOVA ATOR
(V 77) 232 MOLD (4560)

AID DiSPL P

112 DISCRETE1J U LINES

HOST 1
HOS~ i TCASLIMT 10 DISCRETE LIN__I , " //

CONTROL DRIVER UNIT

OF RATE- TCAS'IVSL

OF-CLIMB 12DISCRET E

INDICATOR IN S
NEEDLE

1 GAS
AUDIO- SWITCH SENSE Li ihl
VIDEO
UNIT

HOST (V 7/1 H E

VIA CHAIN
CONTROLLERJ

VOICE/TONE SP AKf r

3 BIT PARALLEL

FOR AIRCRAFT WARNINC

REMOTE AND CAUTION ALERTS LED TCAS DISPLAY J.NIT

COMPUTER WARNING
CONTROL AND FNGINEiAERO

CAUTION NOISE

16-BIT HOST AUDIO-
CONTROL OF VISUAL ATC SPEAKER

SYSTEM SYSTEM J
AUDIOVISUALS

Figure A.2-1. CAS Sinilation Ecji'pment Layout
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A.?.I BELI Simulator Unit

In a TCAS equiooed aircraft, Beacon Electronics Unit (BEU) will inteqrate

aircraft performance data and compare it aqainst TCAS interrogative aircraft

in the qeneral vicinity. If an intercept with one or more aircraft is

predicted, the BEU will alert the fliqht crew with an advisory and/or time

critical warninq device.

An actual BEIi was not available for this study so a Data General MicroNova was

used to simulate some of the BEU functions. The MicroNova had 3k bytes RAM

and a dual flexible disk unit for proqram and data storaqe. Three RS-232

serial ports and one 16-bit parallel port were used.

Much of the BEU active loqic was not needed because "canned" intrusion

scenarios were used. For this rpason the slower and less powerful MicroNova

capably supported this study.

The MicroNova was siunaled from the host computer when to start each intrusion

sequence '.ia RS-?32 link. Table A.?.1-1 lists the messaqes sent between the

host computer and the MicroNova.

The MicroNova outout to the Advisory Display RS-?3? Port throuqhout each

simulation run. This RS-232 port was connected to a switchinq box that

permitted the test conductor to select the AID disolay, the Smith/Collins

display or no advisory display at all.

The 29-byte messaqe that was ouopit at a rate of once per second (1 Hz) could

contain information on up to three intrudinq aircraft in addition to own

aircraft performance data. Fiqure A.2.1.1 depicts the advisory messaqe byte

definition.

When a PA, TA and/or RA alert occurred one or more of the twelve lines from

the MicroNova to the TCAS Lamo Driven Unit were activated. The ten least

siqnificant lines corresponded to the ten TCAS/IVSI director lamps. The other

two lines siqnaled TA's and PA's. Table A.2.1.? lists the valid messaqe/bit

combinations.

A-9



Table A.2. 1-1. Summary of Host-to-BEU Simulation Unit Message Formats

Word BEU simulation unit
Description number Word definition Scaling Range Units receiving modes

Initiate 1 Start of message 0A05 (HEX) Run mode only
intruder 2 Number of bytes 4

3 Message I D 1 1
Message 4 Intruder ID +(1-40
No. 1 5 Advisory status Discrete

SInitialization 1 Start of message 0A05 (HE X) Reset mode only¢

status 2 Number of bytes 8
3 Message I D - 2 2
4 BEU performance 0 to 7

Message 5 AOA status D1scletes G 0I i

No. 2 6 Ti (iteration) T, C "15 Sec
7 T2 (aid update) T 2 ;4 0.25 :i' Sec

System time 1 Start of message ( 0A05 iL X.; Reset and ur' mdt
and simulation 2 Number of bytes 8 oly
aircraft 3 Message ID 3 3
parameters 4 Hours 0 tc 23

5 Minutes 0 t( 59

Message 6 Seconds 0 t .) 59
No. 3 7 Aircrart altitutr H, 50 50 t , 60,000 Ft

BEU mode 1 Start of message OA05 HEXI Reset run, ami hold
commands 2 1 Number of bytes ru

3 Message ID 4 4
Message No. 4 4 Mode definition Discrete,

Intruder 1 Start of messaue 0A05 (HF X)I Run mode only

termination 2 Number of bytes 4
status 3 Message ID = 100 100

4 lrtruder ID 1 40
5 Termination status 0

Message No. 100 Str...s.. __.

Error 1 o sae 05 (H EXf Run, reset, or ho=d
message 2 Number of bytes 2 modes

3 Message ID - 101 101
4 Error code I o 1 0

Message No. 101 _

A- 10



BYTE
ORDER

7 0 BIT NUMBER

1A 5

2 BYTE COUNT - -
3 SYSTEMTIME-hr I

4 SYSTEMTIME-mai 2

5 SYSTEMTIME-sec 3

6 AOA STATUS 4 HEADER

7 BEU PERFORMAN4CE 5

8 SIM A/CALT-LS BYTE 6

9 SIM A/C ALT-MS BYTE_ 7

10 IVSI BYTES 0 8

11 IVSI BYTESO0

12 INTRDR 1 ID I
13 INTRDR 1 RANGE 2
14 INTRDR 1 RANGE RATE 3 ADVISORY FOP

15 INTRDR1 REL ALT 4 INTRUDER NO.

16 INTROR 1 AOA 5

17 INTRDR ICAS COMMAND 6

18 T
19 SAME AS BYTES 2

20 12T017 3 ADVISORY FOR

21 FOR 4 INTRUDER NO. 2

22 INTRUDER 25

23 6

24 1

25 SAME AS BYTES 2

26 Q2TO 17 3 ADVISORY FOR

27 FOR 4 INTRUDER 3

28 INTRUDER 3 5

29 6

Abbreviations:

AOA Angle of arrival

SIM A/C Simulation aircraft

LS BYTE Least significant byte
MS BYTE Most significant byte
INTRDR Intruder
CAS Collision avoidance system

RE L ALT Relative altitude

Figure A.2. V-1. Advisory Message Byte Definition
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Table A.2. 1-2. OD'finition of Paralle, Data Se'? to / VSI A .A ',y .,h.roNova

RBfs i uIn adv su',
12 BIT OUTPUT TCAS MESSAGE

11 bit 0 Number

000000000000 NO VERTICAL COMMAND

001000000000 ':IMB MAX FATE 1
000100000000 DESCEND MAX RAT, 2

00001i110000 ZERO CL'MB '
000011100000 CLIMB LIMI T SJ0 tt,..

00001100000 CLIMB I MIT 1.2 00 ft'--!,
00001 q )00 M3 L IMI T 2 t2I +p ,-000000001111 ZE riO D ESCt N[, 7

000000000111 L',2:.ND LtMI 50b H

000000000011 DESCE1' I MI- 1000 i ,t. 9

000000000001 DESCEND LiMIT 2,000 " 1" 1)

000000011111 CLIM L FAST[R i1IAN 5 t N:. 11

000000111111 C IMB FASTrER .HA! :00 it 12

000001111,1 C :-vit13 FASTER T HA1' 200f0 fl,'n
0000111i1l000 DESCEND F t2ER EHAN 500t fniro 14

000011111100 HEtCEN[ F AS p T t 1 
2

0 m5

000011111110 DESCENC; f AS I P I IAX 000 1 ti
000011111111 3 1,4D 7 17

00001110111i - , r- 18
00001100111, : , '9

00001000111, , , -A k(
0000111101! 1 ',, 8

0000i"100111 . AND8

00001:0011 i I"IS14G 8"

000010000111 6 AN,-8 24
000011110011 3 AN 92

000011100011 4 AD9 N D

000011000011 D'd 9
000010000011 b AND 9 2P
000011110001 j AN 1C, 29
000011100001 4 AND i 0

00001100000I ANDI0 31

000010000001 6 ANL 10 '2

000011011111 5 , AND 11 33
000010011 1 t AN8' 11 34
000010111111 I A"D i's'

0000111111011 C ,AND I1' 1(,
000011111001 10AN!) 1V
00011111101 1(1 AND 1 3b

010000000000 MN !1.'Ljh ... . . .
N,,r Th ..n t10) least ,Q, 1, t ,, , .!, 1 . 1 A .. rr' H 1 i l b' ,

4A-I2



A.?.? Lamp Driver for TCAS/IVSI and TAV Unit

The Lamp Driver was was mounted in the same rack as the MicroNova and the TAV

unit. It accepted inputs (W lines) from the MicroNova and nrovided high

voltage drive signals for the 2A volt Vamns in the IVSI and the hiah voltaqp

receivers in the TAV unit. Switches on the Lamp Driver cavP the test

conductor the option of outputinq to the TCAS/IVSI and/or TAV and conducting a

liqhts test feature.

A.2.1 TCAS Audio-Video (TAV) Unit

The TAV unit functioned as an alert controller in this study. (Figure

A...1). A Ziloq ZRO microprocessor monitored and prioritized incoming TCAS

alprt sionals from the MicroNova (via Lamp Driver) and aircraft system alerts

from the host computer (via Warninq and Caution control console). Table

A.?..? lists valid TCAS alertinq messages. Only three tynes of system alerts

werp rAcoqnized by the TAV unit; Warninq, Caution and Advisory.

Thp TAV front panel has several switches for splectinq alertinq options and a

LET) isplay that mirrors the status of the IVSI director lamps, Fioure

.?.3-9. This layout nave the test conductor the ahility to easily change

alertino arrangements and monitor intrusion runs.

Three alertinq tones are produced by the tone qenerator; warning = European

Siren, caution = C-Chord and advisory = Single Chime. These tones were used

for TCAS and System alarts. The C-Chord had a Q second cycle, 2 seconds on

and 7 seconds off, until cancelled.

The speaker enclosure was located behind the pilots' riqht shoulder, Fiqure

A.1.1-2. A microphone and preamp for the automatic qain control were also

mouinted in the speaker enclosure. The automatic qain control was set un to

keep the aural tones about RdB ahove the ambient noise. The "critical

bandwidth" monitored was 300) to 2400 hertz.

A-13
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SYSTEM ALERTS CAS ALERIS VROM

VIA MASTER BEU SIMULATOR SELECTIO

CONTROL UNIT
CONSOLE (MICRONOVAI - SFCHES FOR

OPTIONS

Z8GCPU WITH i
RAM AND EPROM

_ _ LED
-BIT TCAS DISPLAY

PARALLEL 10

ISI LA.MP7-L_ DECOD)ER ____ _ =_

.ICA , IIGHTED -C.AS

LAMP DRIVERS j L IR ALERI SWITCH

MULTIPLE TONE v _ __IG LIGHTED,.AWTAFJN

E G EN E R A O L~' 

I L G T D~ ~ T I
GENEP R LAUTiIN W/CSWITCH

VOICE S\,NTHEIZER
1

SPOWER SUPP.I.S FOR' VOICE,'TON

L___ P2rA L± SPEAKER WIHI MICRUPHONF

,}--.. . .. .... ... . .. I"L . ..... ..... ... .. GAIN A .r M A TCCONTP0OL
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TAV/IVSI SIMULATION WITH 10 ACTIVE
LED's- RED ARROWS AND AMBER "EYEBROW" LAMPS

RA

EV0
PLT54

D ET 

1_.2

SELECTOR SWITCHES FOR PA INDICATOR-GREEN

0 Master W/C switch _LTA INDICATOR-AMBER
" Alert tones

" Voice alert messages
" LED time-critical display
* TCAS alert switch
" Light test switch

Figure A.2.3-2. TA V Front Panel Layout
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A National 'emicondulctor voico syntho~szpr chip was iusod to produce thp 7cc

voicP mess;aqes that are listed in Tahip I..1?.Te indiividual words.- wrf-'

-,tnrpd on PROM'es. A tot-al of ?77 phrases, tones, and pauses were availinl .

All reordinqs were done by Mational. The complete vocahulary is listed in

TAble A.2.1-1.

Thp two liahted alprtino switchps were mounted on the nl ,reShiald as, shown

f inure A.I.1. 1. The split lpqend Master Warninri/Cauti-'i and TCAS Alert

switches were controlled And sensed hy the TAV unit. nnth Switches were also

monitorPd by the host computer.

r-inurn A.?.3-1 is a block diAlriam of thr ' 19 C *-isil iv tinit. Tho TAV int

sent an eiqht hit address, to the LEI) unit r . c,, av ttip Itf ~es The h*

mans for all the TCAS oraphic and a1 i-.hnu'ner-ic li sp! ai", wore stored nin PRI c

in the LED unit.

A.?.4 FAA CA, Advisory DisolAy

Io Al rhornp Tntel I i q-?,t Di spi ay AP and q ,port (2 'n wrr

su r)n I jed by the FAA. The AID was P-.ri j ,45 ix (.,-,,or " ther rr

di spi iy. A mirroproc -ssor hase.1 )nt,,c,11-;- hvil i tc ;,oci z. tn-'n

on pow-r-,,p it i niti a1 i zdAnA ,s ',oa hul -ir r spl y 'ic This AlP! j-'

on] used in tahijiar mode, athoi :I- :*hal ;om- oi-apihic anahil ity. Ahic

*i-inram of the AID sys;temn is chow, in 'iro ?~

Thei AMD systeni rP(reivedf data f-rm -r, K' i-.ation tirit W- NVA' ,ia

RS-232 1 inp riunninq at 06Mlf baiuO - Or. 'lliitiofl,'3 try Orstjv'rr(,H to th, 'Nl

in formatted data hi acks, of up to 20 *' r1. rvtrP. r(0 cp overy two sec onils. V

d)t~a block heaan with a sync hytOr 1-1 0. :our,'o followol by nino hyte(

hpader of own aircraft s;tatiis andi *Hon ur 1,>" t -l sOvfrv data blocks, nf

introdinq aircraft. A data hioc)(k w&-is trinto'rr'l f the, AiD Pvery two soco)'SIc

whether or not advisorips werr nrc-,oht. 1i 3b1jsv ii~-. wor" not present

nothinoi was displayed on the monit-or. Pefry- -n !imj~irp A.24-? 4o?- AilD maes-me,

byto definition.
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Table A.2.3- 1. Voice Vocabulary List

ONE Q DANGER HAVE NOT SLOWER
TWO R DATE HEADING NOTICE SMOKE
THREE S DAY HELLO NUMBER SOUTH
FOUR T DE HELP OF SPACE
FIVE U DECREASE HERTZ OFF SPEED
SIX V DEGREE HIGH OHMS SS
SEVEN W DEPOSIT HIGHER ON STAR
EIGHT X DIAL HOLD ONWARD START
NINE Y DIVIDE HOUR OPEN STATION
TEN Z DO IN OPERATOR STOP
ELEVEN ABORT DOLLAR INCHES OR SWITCH
TWELVE ADD DOOR INCORRECT OUT SYSTEM
THIRTEEN ADJUST DOWN INCREASE OVER TEST
FOURTEEN ADVISORY EAST INTRUDER PARENTHESIS TH
FIFTEEN AGAIN ED IS PASS THAN
SIXTEEN ALARM EMERGENCY IT PER THANK
SEVENTEEN ALERT END JUST PERCENT THE
EIGHTEEN ALL ENTER KEY PICO THIRD
NINETEEN AMPERE ENTRY KILO PLACE THIS
TWENTY AND EQUAL LEFT PLEASE TIME
THIRTY ASK ER LESS PLUS TOTAL
FORTY ASSISTANCE ERROR LESSER POINT TRAFFIC
FIFTY AT EVACUATE LEVEL POUND TRY
SIXTY ATTENTION EXIT LIMIT PRESS TURN
SEVENTY BRAKE FAIL LOAD PRESSURE UP
EIGHTY BUTTON FAILURE LOCK PULSE USE
NINETY BUY FARAD LOW QUARTER UTH
HUNDRED CALL FAST LOWER RANGE WAITING
THOUSAND CANCEL FASTER MAINTAIN RATE WARNING
MILLION CASE FEET MARK RE WATER
ZERO CAUTION FIFTH MAXIMUM REACH WEIGHT
A CENT FIRE MEG READY WEST
B CENTI FIRST MEGA RECEIVE WINDOW
C CHANGE FLIGHT METER RECORD YES
D CHECK FLOOR MICRO REPLACE ZONE
E CIRCUIT FLOW MILE REVERSE 400-Hz TONE
F CLEAR FORWARD MILLI RIGHT 800-Hz TONE
G CLIMB FROM MINUS ROOM 20-ms SILENCE
H CLOSE FUEL MINUTE SAFE 40-ms SILENCE
I COLLISION GAS MORE SECOND 80-ms SILENCE
J COMMA GET MOVE SECURE 160-ms SILENCE
K COMPLETE GO NEAR SELECT 320-ms SILENCE
L CONNECT GOING NEED SEND
M CONTINUE GRAM NEXT SERVICE
N CONTROL GREAT NO SET
0 COPY GREATER NORMAL SIDE

_P CORRECT HALF NORTH SLOW
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DISPLAY SURFACE
11/, x 3 in WITH
22 PIXELS/in

TRICOLOR
LED
DISPLAY
WITH

DECODING 
REFRESH
MEMORY

AND

CONTROL ADDFRi: !:\Gr

ELECTRONICS ELEC FRONICS
AND
BJIT MAeP

8-BIT PARALLEL INPUT - UP TO DPt'," I OP"I1AL
+ HAND SHAKING + I4 I- ED

POWER FROM TAV UNIT I DEFIN: IONS INIT

STO R ''L)
I NPROM ---- -- .:-= -

SECCNDARY

POWER OPTION;,t
CONDITININC LE-

UNIV

I I I

Figure A.2.3-3. Blocx Diagram of LED TCAS Display
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INPUT DC MICROPROCESSOR
POWER POWER IN CENTER AISLE STAND
+28V DC BOXCONTROLLER FORWARD OF THROTTLES

, DISPLAY
------- 0 SELECTION

SWITCH

BEU RS232 G
SIM U LATIO N > -- - \

UNIT

• .. !M ILTOPE

SPRINTERI "1 INOT USED)

Intelligent Display (AID) System
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BYTE ORDER 7 0 BIT NUMBER

1 A 5

2 BYTE COUNT

3 SYSTEMTIME (hr) I

4 SYSTEMTIME (min) 2

5 SYSTEMTIME (sec) 3

6 AOA STATUS 4 HEADER

7 BEU PERFORMANCE 5

8 SIM A/C ALT (LS BYTE) 6

9 SIM A/C ALT MS BYTE) 7

10 IVSI BYTES-0 8

11 IVSI BYTES-0 9

12 INTRUDER--I ID 1

13 INTRUDER-1 RANGE j
14 INTRUDER--! RANGE FATE ADVISORY FOR

15 INTRUDER-1 RELATIVE ALTITUDE 4 INTRUDER. 1

16 INTRUDER-i ADA -- 5

17 INI AUDER-i CAS COMMAND 6
18 - -1-- -,

19 SAME AS BYTES

20 12 TO 17 3 ADVISORY FCP

21 FOR 4 NTRUDER

22 INTRUDER 2 5

23 ___
24 -

25 SAME AS BYTES 2

26 12TO17 3 ADVISORY FftR

INTRUDER 327 FOR4

28 INTRUDER 3 5

29 6

Abbreviations

ADA angh' ol aii vai

SIM A/C simulation wr catl

LS BYTE ieast ,ignifi:ant bytc
MS BYTE most sqniicant hyO
ISTRDR intrgder

CAS .ollisiorn avntdaricc systc",,
REL ALT telat.'v alttudp

Figure A,2.4-2. AID Message Bvte Definition
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A.?.q GRAPHIC CAS ADVISORY DISPLAY

Graphic CAS advisories were presented on a Collins color monitor driven by a

Smiths color qraohics generator. The test conductor was able to select

between two qraphic modes. One mode was identical to the one supplied with

the FAA AID. The other was an advanced qraDhic presentation.

The data format and bus to the Smiths qraphics qenerator was identical to the

one defined in Section A.2.4.

A.?.6 CAS/IVSI UNIT

An Intercontinental Dyanmics Corporation instantaneous vertical speed

indicator (IVSI) modified with collision avoidance system director lamps was

used for the tests. The IVSI analoq syncro needle was driven hy the host

simulation computer with an analno syncro driver. The eiqht "eye brow" lamps

and two arrows were driven by the BEU simulation unit. Refer to Fiqure A.2-1.

A.3 SIMULATION AUDIO AND VIDEO SUPPORT

A.1.1 Simulation Audio

A multiple tape player audio system was used to provide specific and qeneral

ATC infoiiation plus aero and engine noise. Fiqures A.3-1 and A.-I-2 show the

audic system block diagram and equioment arranqement.

The three ATC audio cassette players and aero-enqine rpel-to-reel tape player

were under limited control of the host computer via the Master Control

Console, Section A.3.3. The aero-enqine noise and ATC backqrnund audio tapes

could only be started and stopped. The ATC special and ATC TCAS messaqes

could be started by the host hut they would not ston until the host signaled a

stop and an end of message signal was sensed on the tapes second audio

channel. This arranqement allowed the host computer to precisely start ATC

messages. The tapes would stop at the end of one messaqe and be positioned at

the start of the next one.
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EQUALIZER

MIXER 1 CASSETTE 4

MIXER 2

MIXER 3

0 0

AERO AND
ENGINE NOISE

REEL-TO-REEL

CASSETTE CASSETTE
I: ( L I I

VIDEO - I
RECORDER I AMPLIFIER 1 I

I_ __ __

AMPLIFIER 2

CATTE 2:
__________________AMPLIFIER 3

I ___ _______________

Equipment:

Audio cassette 1; not used
Audio cassette 2: ATC special, flightpath control
Audio cassette 3: ATO background
Audio cassette 4: ATC TCAS messages
Audio reel-to-reel: aero and engine noise
Video reel-to-reel: not used
Equalizer: aero and engine noise

Mixer 1 AIC message mixing
Mixer 2: not used
Mixer 3: not used

Figure A.3.1-2. Audio Equipment Rack Layout
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All the ATC audio cassettes outputs were mixed and amplified hy one rhanne& r~f

a 6nl watt per channel Morantz amplifier. A microphone input for thp te-O

conductor was also mixed with the ATC messaqes. This micronhone was normally

used before and after a mission scenario.

The apro-enqine noises were output on spoarate channels from the reel-to-rpol

tape player. The host controlled th nutput levels of rhannel with

proqrammable amplifiers. The proqrammahle amplifiers are descrihed in Spct-fw

A.3.3. An Altec Lansina audio frequency equalizer was used to shape the aer'o

and enqine noises to make them more rpalistic snundino After the -qtiali7pr.

an audio mixer was used so that Pech o f fh' w iror, ;pa prs wouid have hf,

aero-pnqine noises. A 100A watt pei -hannp! , wnid ari c
;

- w,,, ahle tn hnost

the aero-enqine noise levols to rpil isfic vol uios.

A.3.? Simulation Visual

A movinq outside visual scene was TrroiectPd on , t';irty i'F,.- diameter

hermiisphericil screen in front of the cab. Tns sr , was, prolected by a

black and white projector that was oon'-d orno nf the ,;;h. dirertlV over

the pilot's head. Ihe movinq scnos wore orOvidl r, "rrd.circuit cp ir"

camera and "canned" visual intrustn'o )n i viiPr c1P;sat ! r. F4 ur,-

A.l.2.-I shows the video system lavr, jt.

Take-off and landinq scenes wpr qpnoratd with tsir r lSn-cirrji~t sprVr

camera scanninq an airport model. Tho intridrr zc,! ,. wpeP nrPrecir4Pd nn

inch video cassettp. When a intrusion srqurnc- was to start the host

started tho video player. The masler cnntrol -nrisnl ti i circuitry that wn, ' -

sonse the end of the scene and stit "he tanip.
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2ASirnul ition Audio and Vidor Cortrcl

% ( 3trld nFeXt to the ra h , on tho ma in flonor of the On; iiI at ion rm, the Pi as tpr

conductor corisnle provided a norod 'pew of thfe proiection ,(-rppn, the ni lot

staition, and the audio and 01-)o Pquiprnont . Thrn;uqh a torrnnAl on the)

consol , the to-,t conductor cointrollIed the simiulIA+i on host comouter -ind va1ri 0

simnl tion parameters. An inoeroin Systom pormfittedI rnmiunir-ati on with th'o

hos*t compuitpr room, th- moe 1p rofm., ~e~ti'n --,3. The cnn-,ol layout is shnnwn

i n F i Oire A.1. 1-1

Tho auldio Poulnmerlt -irk was Incat-c. Inr-xu 'or rz,)' Most 0' the u'.

5y,,emr controls w"p- renuotredI t~r V ,s* f lc prxmt f

oniiinont raCk ifforded- -aSy "u+n~;o ~ in -aken. Tie rr t-

c'inelictor consnlp had an intern i-i ),4 l nt 1 h.-: ,i,3 Pd fr-om a lf,-Iit

nlofacp with thin hos t . Th~s .rt-'Irt- 0 l1,)w-'I thte hc's~Coputer O'

cont-ol the auldio players, Iie vev on tnr',-o

nroqrammahlp ampli fiPr-- T+ '!IN )V .1, an-), ir F)- wit h thVe lA V r -

!oass ai rcraft svstp" alpr-7 ,~ )(n ;-.", + '91 C 1, a rolck d~arwdm- of

thp interfacp buc. The Olvico n Fl- *-~r-J 1 '-o~.

DeVir.' intprfa-r til , j1'rpss

OntA Lint, l - slipe r_(, i 4~' tw' ~h waf 1
Wr-r
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Device Interface #2, Address 2 (nnlB)

This address is used to direct the TAV microprocessor or to sound the alertino
tones and liqht the .alareshield mounted master warning/caution switch. Values
are latched and held until changed by host.

Data Line - n - master warninq liqht, hiqh = on, low = off
I - master caution liqht, hiqh = on, low = off

- warnina tone, hiqh = on, low = off

3 - caution tone, high = on, low = off
4 - advisory tone, high on, low = off

- 0
7 - 0
9 - N/C

in - N/C
II - NIC

ADDR. 19 - 0
13 - I
14 - 0

- 0

FlOvice Interface 03, Address I (0l1R)

This address controls the Aern and Enqine Noise Proqrammahle AmDlifiars. Aero
uses amp. 4i and Enainp uses amp. #2. Values are latched and held until
chanqed by the host.

Data Line n - 0 1

? -n 1

4 - 0 1 FULL ON
7-0 1

7 01
n-l

10 Siqn hit - set low always
ii - Amp. Selection - high = Amp 2, low = Amn 1
1? - 1
13 - 1
14 - 0

-5 0
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A.4 HOST COMPUTER AND INTERFACING FOUIPMFNT

The simulation host computer was comprised of three Varian V7 computers

operatinq in parallel. A nine-track maqnetic tape system was used to record

pilot responses, fliqht parameters, and fliciht dita.

All simulation equipment, includinq the fliqht instruments, were rontrolloi hv

the simulation host computer throuqh a chainino 1/0 controller (or chin

controller). The chain controller on instruction from the host computer

passed data to selected instruments (or hardware) or rptriovwd data fro, H-

simulator. The chain controller also i:itprfaced with the test condwjc-or''

console and the model room. The chain r'r-trollor cycled at a rate of 2. *

10 milliseconds. Maximum usaqe hrouqht it Aown to In milliseconds per c~cj'.

Therefore, the maximum delta between a pilot's or fliqht enqineer's ,*rtion

the notation of that action was approximately one one-hundredth of a : en,1
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PILOT BRIEFING rHFKLIST

1. INTRODUJCTION

1. Backarounl

a. This is an FAA prooram that develop-, a systematic approach to

col'ision avoidance systoms1.

h. The nronram is a two-phase Pffort, this is the first p)hase.

C. This first phase oval oatrs elpment!s of the potpntial TCAr,

alertinq systam.

d1. The second phasp will rnlaco co-lt system in an

oprationAl simulaitor.

You will parficipatp in thesp tensts, ac well as the operational

tests. Fveetual'v, A ;ystem will goo to 7i.' te,* Rhoari an LPM

727.

?. Phase 1 ohiertivps

a. viilAp TIA' Hispla~y tech nololy 'or hoOh c<)nvpntiorn~ and

electronic( flinlit de-ks;.

h. Validate voice only As, a val coimpoid dfisplay.

C. Detormine the Pffect or thr nilot-, v-espon-se performancp of

iddinlq threat advisory al-tfs).

'I. Evaluat-- the effect of ar'ina ri7np and altitudo, to the r -,

advisory information.
0. FvaluAte the eff(7c-t of aririiiq hearinq fo the threat advisory

informiation.

f. !nvestinate the effr,-t of presenrtinq threat advisories which

do nOt oronrpess to ivridin~n maneujv'r comands.

11. FLIGHT TASK

1. Active displays

Ia. FAM ,Hn 1 Hf i n c:t -i I '

h. 1-15 /O'.IF ''o j-,ar . arrovi
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_ _

c. Airspeed

d. Altimeter

e. Vertical speed/resolution advisory display

f. Clock

q. Alert display(s)

h. Enqine instruments

i. Flaps

. I7 key

k. LED resolution advisnry display

1. AID traffic advisory display

m. CRT traffic advisory display

2. Active controls

a. Wheel and column

h. Rudder and toe brake

c. Speed hrake

d. Flaos

e. Gear

f. Fire handles

q. Response switches

h. 12 key

i. Throttles

3. Fliqht path

a. Takeoff

b. Climb-cloud layer - VFR on top

c. Cruise

d. Descent-cloud layer - ? RO' ceilinq

e. Land

f. Turns

q. Autothrottle

h. Windshear

i. Uplates

4. ATC

a. Fliqht path direction

b. Traffic annunciation
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Tii. CREW ALERTING

1. Advanced system displays

a. Information (systems/AID!CRT)

h. Master visual

c. Master aural

d. Voice alprts

e. Time critical ILED/IVSI)

f. FADI/HUO chanqe

2. Conventional system dispiav (not usel in this test)

a. Distrihuted alerts

b. Annunciator panel

C. Discretp tones

3. Alrt response

a. Fliqht manappmrrt responses
b. System mananement responses

C. Collision avoidanco rspOrV'S

4. Revipw alerts and resonnsps

IV. TRAINING FLIGHTS

1. Airplane familiarization fliaht

a. Review handlinq

b. Introduce ATC qui4ance

c. Familiarization with flinht V an

d. Familiarization with visual rncountpre

2. TCAS system familiarizatinr

a. Review possible alerts

h. PPview responsps
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POST-FLIGHT QUESTIONNAIRE (IVSI)

Please complete the followinq questions with respect to the BCAS confiquration

that you flew with on your last fliqht. Use the Comments section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any operational difficulties you foresee

with this TCAS confiquration.

Pilot: Date:

TCAS Configuration:

I. In qeneral, were the actions required hy the commands clear and

unambiquous?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
7 % ?9;

Comments:

2. Did the use of colors help in interpretinq the command display?

Very much Some Very little None

3"% 42% 17% AT

Comments:

3. Did the modification of the IVSI by addition of command lights detract

from the primary purpose of the instrument?

YES ND

Comments:
C-2



4. Did the command display contain To MUCH or TOO LITTLE information; that

is, was the display too busy or not informative enouqh?

About riaht R3

Add the followinn: How much and how fast, use TCAS liqht more

Delete the followinq:

Comments:

5. Did the display and/or command cause you to make 1arqer than normal (.?5G

to 100fl fom) vertical accelerations?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

179/ SOR0/
Comments:

6. Did the master alert(s) enhanco or detract from system effectiveness?

Greatly Enhance No Detract Greatly

Enhance Effect Detract

1701 50- 2% /

Comments:
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In the space below please describe any difficulties you had durlnq the flight

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to glve any overall

comments on the TCAS display(s) and information presentation.
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POST-FLIGHT OUFT_1014NAIRE (Ln)

Pleasp complete thp followinq questions with rpsnr-ct to the RCAS confiouration

thit you flew with on your last flioht. 1iIc the Commpnts section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any operational difficulties you forpso p

with this TWAS confiouration.

T(AS Confiquration:

1. In qonoral, were the actions required hy the commands clear and

unamh i(i(us 9

Always U1sually 1 ometiales Sol dom Never

O l7 R9

romments" Limit Commands difficult to read

?. fid the use of colors help in interprptint the command display?

Vpry much Some Very little None

rommnts:__
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3. Did the command display contain TOO MUCH or TOO LITTLE information; that

is, was the display too busy or not informative enouqh?

About riqht 42%

Add the followinq: A% add rate information

Delete the followinq: 50% too busy, make qraphics more simple

Comments:

4. Did the disolay and/or command cause you to make larger than normal (.?rG

to 1000 fpm) vertical accelerations9

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

8% 7S% 17

Comments:

5. Did the master alert(s) enhance or detract from system effectiveness?

Greatly Enhance No Detract Greatly

Enhance Effect Detract

17% 83%

C omments:
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in the space below please describe any difficul ties you had durinq the fl iqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to oivp any overall

comments on the TCAS display(s) and information prepsentation.
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POST-FLIGHT OUESTIONNAIRE (VOICE)

Please complete the followinq questions with respect to the TCAS confiquration

that you flew with on your last fliqht. Use the Comments section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any operational difficulties you foresee

with this TCAS confiquration.

Pilot: Date:

TCAS Confiquration:

I. In general, were the actions required by the commands clear and

unambi quous?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

5n% 501

Comments: Without visual, voice/should stay on until problem is saved.

2. Did the command display contain TOO MUCH or TOO LITTLE information; that

is, was the display too busy or not informative enouqh?

About riqht ?5q

Add the followinq: 75% voice should stay on, need visual

Delete the followinq:

Comments:
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3. Were the voice alerts ever interfered with by other communication?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

13% 17% 50%

Comments:

4. Did the display and/or command cause you to make larqer than nornal (.9;G

to 1000 fpm) vertical accelerations?

Always Usual Iv Sometimes Seldom Npver

25% qr, 17%

Comments:

5. Did the master alert(s) enhance or detract from system effectivenass?

Greatly Enhance No Detract Greatl y

Enhance Effect Detract

17% 50 17- 8T 90/

Comments:
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In the space below please describe any difficulties you had durinq the fliqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to qivw any overall

comments on the TCAS display(s) and information presentation.
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POST -F L I HT OIJESTIONNAIRE (CUIRRENT GRAPHIC)

Please complete the followinq questions with respert to the TCAS configurAtion

that you flew with on your last flinht. Use the Comments section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommenations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any opraitional difficulties youj foresee

with this TCAS confiquration.

Di lot:________________________________

TOAS ConfiourAtion:_______________________________

1. Were the traffic advisories presented in time to he effectively used?

Always Usualy Y sometimes Seldom Never

Comments:

2. Were the traffic advisories as useful as current ATC traffic advisorips5>

Morp About Seldom Never

useful as useful as useful as ujssful
64q- 271t

Comments:
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3. How did the advisories affect your workload as compared to current ATC

advi sories?

Unacceptable Pcceptable No effect Small Larqe

increase in increase in on workload decrease decrease

workload workload in workload in workload

73% 9% q% 9%

Comments: Much easier than tabular, lookinq at screen breaks up scan

4. Do you feel the threat display would help you locate traffic you would not

normally see?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
64% 36%

Comments:

5. Do you feel that the master caution alert was necessary to draw your

attention to the threat display?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

27% 55% 1R

Comments:

6. Was the qraphic format clear and unambiquous?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

27% 550 19%

Comients:

C-12
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7. Was there too much or too little information provided by the Qraohic

format?

About riqht 73'

Add the followinq: ?791, system accuracy, predicted track

D T~etp the followinq:

Comments: SuqqPst use of another symbol for the intruder because the trianqIe

seems to indicatp direction of movement.

Did the use of color in the disolay aid you in interpretinn the

messaqp ,

Very much Some Very little None

Comments:

Were you able to usp the oraphic presentation of the traffic

advisories to anticipate the evasive maneuver?

Always U sual I y Sometimes Seldom Never

qq¢, 75 07, q9t,

Commnts:
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In the space below please describe any 41fficulties ynu haO durinq the fliqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to qiv. Any overall

comments on the TCAS disDlay(s) and information presentation.
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POST-FLIGHT OIHESTIONNAIRE (NEW GRAPHIC)

Please complete the followinq questions with respect to the TCAS confiouration

that you flew with on your last fliqht. Use the Comments section freely since

your innut is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Conrents section to enumerate any operational difficulties you foresee

with this TCAS confiquratinn.

Pilot: Date:

TCAS Confiquration:

1. Were the traffic advisories presented in time to he effectively used?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

Comments:

2. Were the traffic advisories as useful as current ATC traffic advisories'?

More About Sel dom Never

useful as useful as useful as useful
64V, 27% Q

Comments:

C-15
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3. How did the advisories affect your workload as compared to current ATC

advi sories?

Unacceptahle Acceptahle No effect Small Larae

increase in increase in on workload decrease decrease

workload workload in workload in workload

64% 4% 27%

Comments:

4. Do you feel the threat display would help you locate traffic you would

not normally see' )

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

181 45% 37%

Comments: Possibility of misidentification exists

5. Do you feel that the master caution alert was necessary to draw your

attention to the threat display?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

lR0 64% 9% 90

Comments: Do not need three levels, visual and aural should come oN at the

same time

6. Was the qraphic format clear ind unambiquous?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

361V 361, ?7%

Comments: Prediction vector added unnecessary clutter
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7. Was there too much or too little information orovided by the qraphic

format?

About riqht 11%

Add the followinq: Qc instruder's speed

Delete the followinq:

Comments:

R. Were you able to read the tabular information fast enouqh'

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

a 26% 640/,

Conments: _

Q, Were you ahle to use the tabular data to anticinate the evasive maneuver?

Always Usually Sometimes SO dom Never

64Y 36%

Comments:
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In the space below please describe any difficulties you had durinq the fliqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to qive any overall

comments on the TCAS display(s) and information presentation.
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POST-FLIGHT nUESTIONNAIRE (TARULAR WITHOUT REARING)

Please complete the followinq questions with respect to the TCAS confiquration

that you flew with on your last fliqht. Use the Comments section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any operational difficulties you foresee

with this TCAS confiquration.

Pil ot: oate:

TCAS Confinuration:

1. Were the traffic advisories nresented in timp to he Pffpctively used?

Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never

Comments:

2. Were the traffic advisories as useful as current ATC traffic

advisories?

Morp About Seldom Nevpr

useful as useful as useful as useful

ql ~36T,11, C

Comments: Update rate very distractinq
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3. How did the advisories affect your workload as compared to current

ATC advisories?

Unacceptable Acceptable No effect Small L:rqe

increase in increase in on workload decrease &crease

workload workload in workload in workload

27% 64% 9%

Comments: Too much interpretation, multiple alerts impossible

4. Do you feel the threat display would help you locate traffic you

would not normally see?

Always Usually Sometimes Sel dom Never

Comments:

5. Do you feel that the master caution alert was necessary to draw your

attention to the threat display?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

36% 46% 9% qA

Comments: Chime is inadquate

6. Did the tabular data provide a clear and unambiquous representation

of the threat?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

qC q% 36% Q% 36%

Comments: Too hard to "picture" where the traffic is. Colors were more

important than the actual data
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7. Was there too much or too little information provided by the tabular

format?

Ahout riqht 27%

Add the followinq: 73% add hearinq

Delete the followinq:

Comments: Do not like update rate

R. Were you ahla to read thp tahular information fast Pnouqh?

Always Usual I y Sometimes SO eom Never

541 ?T !

Comments:

Q. Were you able to uso the tabular data to anticinate the evasive

maneuver?

Always Usual l y Sometimes eIdom NfvPr

27% 197, rY-

Comments: Especially difficult with multiple intruders
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In the space below please describe any difficulties you had durinq the fliqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to qive any overall

coments on the TCAS lisplay(s) and information 
presentation.
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POST-FLIGHT OUESTIONNAIRE (TABULAR WITH BEARING)

Please complete the following questions with respect to the TCAS confiquration

that you flew with on your last fliqht. Use the Comments section freely since

your input is important to the development of useful recommendations. Also

use the Comments section to enumerate any operational difficulties you foresee

with this TCAS configuration.

Pilot: Date:

BCAS Confiquration:

1. Were the traffic advisories presented in time to he effectively used?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

5 36% q%

Comments: Multiple intruders difficult

?. Were the traffic advisories as useful as current ATC traffic

advisories?

More About Seldom Never

useful as useful as useful as useful

l1R9 73%
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3. How did the advisories affect your workload as comoared to current

ATC advisories?

Unacceptable Acceptable No effect Small Larae

increase in increase in on workload decrease decrease

workload workload in workload in workload

27% 64%

Comments: Time consuminq interpretation

4. Do you feel the threat display would help you locate traffic you

would not normally see?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

r4% 27% 180

Comments:

S. Do you feel that the master caution alert was necessary to draw your

attention to the threat display?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

;T 27% 18%

Comments:-- -

6. Did the tabular data provide a clear and unamhiquous representation

of the threat?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom NPver

9% 36% 45% 9%

Comments:
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7. Was there too much or too little information providpd by the qraphic

format?

About riqht q1%

Add the followinq: c% direction of intruder vertical motion

Delete the followinq:

Comments: Multiple intruders could not be understood

8. Were you able to read the tabular information fast enouqh?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

qY 27% 64%

Comments:

9. Were you able to use the tabular data to anticipate the evasive

maneuver?

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never

640 36%

Comments:
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In the space below please describe any difficulties you had durinq the fliqht

and/or with the TCAS equipment. Also use the space to qive any overall

comments on the TCAS display(s) and information presentation.
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Observer No.

TRAFFIC ALERT AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM (TCAS)

FLIGHT CREW OUESTIONNAIRE

Name:

Company: Aqe:

Present Position: Aircraft:

Pilot Certificate(s) Held:__

Total Hours: Past Year:

In the space below, identify the types of aircraft you have flown. Put a I
above the aircraft type you have flown most recently, a ? ahovw the next, and

so on.

42% 83% ;n% 17% A% 33% 2r% q%

(B-707) (B-727) (8-737) (B-747) (DC-9) (DC-q) (DC-i.) L-101.1) (Other)

r)o you regularly fly into TCA's?

YES 100% NO

(apl)roximately times a year)

(which airports?

Were you familiar with the TCAS proqram prior to your solicitation or

se'ection to participate in this experiment?

YES 67% NO 17% VAGUELY 17q

Comments concerninq TCAS:

Please complete the fnllowinq questionnaire, answerinq the questions with your

present views on aircraft separation in qeneral anoi the Traffic Alert and
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Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) specifically. Althouqh the comments are

optional, they can provide a valuable contribution to the test proaram.

Comments may he used to expand upon or qualify your initial answer, or to note

that thn question is not framed in a manner which allows your true opinion to

be expressed. Therefore, please use the Comments sections liherally to ensure

proper interpretation of your answers. If you are not familiar with certain

aspects of the TCAS, please answer the question and indicate in the Comments

section your reservations. If you comment exceeds the snace provided please

continue it on thp hack of the paqe or on a separate piece of paper (be sure

to numher the continuation with the question number). In this section of the

questionnaire there are two tvpes of nuestions: The first is multiple choice

in which you should select the answer that most closely matches your opinion.

Secondly, there are the open-ended questions askinq for a written response.

Please answer these completely. Remember there is no riaht or wronq answer;

your thounhts are important.

1. In qeneral , do , u feel that a collision avoidance system should hP

a. Required on all aircraft immediately.

7qq h. Required on all aircraft as soon as it can he implemented and

demonstrated to nerform reliahly.

c. Required on all aircraft in the terminal area only.

d. Required on all aircraft ahove or helow certain altitude

(indicate altitude _.

a-O-Veh el ow

8R e. Required on air carrier aircraft only.

RT, f. Implemented as soon as it can he tied to the ATC system to providp

total traffic control.

R91 q. Not required.

Comments: U1sed as a hack-up for ATC. System should be reliahle, economically

reasonable and compatible with ATC.
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2a. Please rank all the display confiqurations that you flew durino the test

(R = most preferred to I = least preferred.

I IVSI AND VOICE

2 LED AND VOICE

3 VOICE ONLY

2b. Please rank all the threat advisory (TA) display formats that you observed

(1 = most preferred to F = least preferred).

6 None

2.6 Precursor Liqht

4.4 Tabular without Anqlp of Arrival

3.2 Tabular with Anqle of Arrival

2.3 Minimum Graphic

1.5 Advanced Graphic

?c. Are there any displays or formats that you would add? If so please

describe them and qive a rank relative to the above.

2d. What display or combination of displays would you like to see used hy the

TCAS system?

TCAS liaht plus IVSI (45%) advanced qraphic plus IVSI (55%) could use

EADI on new aircraft
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3a . Rank the following items in relative importance for accurate resolution of
a conflict (1 = most important, 19 least important).

Rank Check if the
item is essential

Altitude of other aircraft 1.9 1.00%

Hpadina of other aircraft 6.4 ?S% _________

Relative bearing 3.1 7 9; 91,_____

Range of other aircraft 3.q ___________

Other Aircraft type P;. A________

Vertical speed of other aircraft A.7 17T,

Horizontal closure rate 6.4 171t

Vertical closure rate 7.6 1701

Closure angle q.7_________

Other aircraft identify 17.1 _ _______

Projected miss distance horizontal Q.2_______

Projected miss distance vertical Q.5_________

Direction of miss (e.g., passing to left) 19.7 ________

Time to closest approach a_5 1701

Turning/not turning status of intruder 9.5 A04 _______

Whether or not the intruder is TCAS eguippedl?.4 _________

Airspeed of intruder 1.1 _______

If intruder is ATO controlled 12.4 _________

Commients:_____________________________________

3b. Are there any other items of information that you would like to have in a

conflict situation? If so please describe them and indicate if they are

essential.

Direction of vertical movement (42%)
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4a. Do you feel that both corrective (climb) and restrictive (don't descend)

commands are necessary or useful?

CORRECTIVE RESTRICTIVE

Unnecessary 25%

Useful _% 420

Necessary 92% 33%

4b. Do you feel that both types of command have equal operational

criticality?

Corrective more Both the Restrictive

critical same criticality more critical

677, 33%

4c. In your opinion, what is the hest presentation format for the corrective

command alerts (e.q., alphanumeric, arrnws, pictorial, etc.)?

Arrow plus voice (100%)

4d. What is the hest prPsentation format for restrictive commands?

gars/vertical speed plus voice (Q2%), voice (9%)

Comments: All quidance should be positive
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. It has also Open proposed the TCAS use "maintenance" alerts in con.junc-

tion with the "command" alarts. Do you feel that hnth maintenance

(maintain climb faster than jOnO fpm) and command alerts are nacessary

and why?

Yes NO
b 671 13,

Explain:

6. In qPneral, were the actions indicaied by the commands durinq the test

fliqhts clear and unamhiquou's

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

25% 8%

Comments:

7. Do you feel that the commands used in the test qave you sufficient time

to react?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

Comments:
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8. Did you aqree with the command qivpn?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

8% 92%

Comments: When a pilot anticipates the command and it is different he will be

reluctant.

9a. Did the display and/or command cause you to make larqer than hriefed

(.? G excersion to 1000 fpm) vertical accelerations?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

8% 8% 33% 2q% 17%

Comments: Should have a motion base or a G meter

9b. What chanqes in format should be made to the IVSI to improve system

performance?

Linhts are too briqht, add horizontal arrows, indicate required climb

rate

9c. What chanqes should he made in the LED display?

Too busy, move to qlarpshield

9d. What chanoes should be made in the voice?

Clarify limit command
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10. Does the modification of the TYSI by addition Of command lights eietract.

from the primary purpose of the instrument?

YES NO

Comments:

Ila, Does the use of color on thc, cormmand display heln in inierpreting the
information presented?~

VERY MUCH SOME VERY LITTLE NN

Comments: ___________________________________

12a. There have been two ways dpfined to present the horizontal separation

between your aircraft and an intruder. The first is by time (TAU) which

takes into account not only range hut also closure rate. The second is

thp actual range (distance to thp intruder). Which information would you

prefer?

Time Ranrie No Preference Other

4?/429, 17%

12b. Was the scale used in the tpst satisfactory?

Very Satisfactory Pordprline Unsatisfactory Very

Sati sfac tory UJnsati sfactory
P ly, ~ 6701 ;

Comments: Combine both time and range
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13. The current collision avoidance system prescrihes only vertical evasive

maneuvers. If technoloay would permit, do you feel that horizontAl

maneuver should also be included and if so when would they he most. useful

- e.q., where and what speeds etc.?

YES 97% NO q%

Comments: Avoid altitudA crosses, when vertical chanue is inappropriate when

qiven a hard altitude, in hiqh density

14. SincP the present system provides only vertical resolution advisory

commands, how useful is the inclusion of vertical speed on the TCAS

Command Display?

Extremely Useful Of No Detrimental Extremely

Useful Use Detrimental

Comments: Will he part of the maneuver so should he located in the samP i~lacef'

15. Do you feel that the mastpr visual warninq was needed in addition to

the master aural to draw your attPntion to thp TCAS alerts?-

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

Comments:
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16. How well do you feel the master aircraft aural alert draw your attention

to the TCAS alerts?

Excellent Good Fair Poor Unaccpptable Not

No Chanqes Minor Minor Major Major Chanqes Needed

Chanqes Chanqes Chanqes Required

Beneficial Recommended Recommended

Comments: TCAS liqht very beneficial, Aural must coincide with the visual

17. Are both a master aural and master visual needed to ensure TCAS alert

detection under all environmental conditions (noise, lioht, decompression,

etc.) on tha fliqht deck'

YES R3_ Nn 170

Comments:

tRa. In addition to the command alerts (RA) do you feel that some form of

caution alert (traffic advisory), which would oreceed most RAs, would

henefit TCAS?

VERY SOME VERY NONE

MUCH LITTLE

67",  331

l1h. If you feel these would he a benefit please explain.

Takes startle effect away, prepares crew for possible action. Builds

analoqical sequence.



18c. What elements would have to be added to the traffic advisory to make it

an essential part of the system?

None (liqht only), more time.

I~d. What traffic should be displayed on the threat display (TA)?

33% Only threats as defined by the TCAS alnorithms.

33% TCAS threats with an option to display surroundinq traffic.

33% TCAS threats with surroundinq traffic displayed automatically

when a threat is present.

All surrounding traffic displayed with some filterinq loqic

used to reduce the number.

All sirroundinq traffic displayed.

Others - explain.

19. If the traffic advisories (TA) contain only altitude and ranqe informa-

tion of the threat aircraft would they still he considered an essential

part of a TCAS?

VERY SOME VERY NONE

MUCH LITTLE

33% 17% 17% 33%

Comments:
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?Oa. How useful do you feel the TCAS threat disolay will he in each fliaht

phase?

Very Moderately Not

Useful Useful Useful Undesirahle

Takeoff 5O% 17% 3"%

Climb 99% 17% 9% 17%

Cruise SR% t% 17% 17%

Descent 59% 17% 8% 17%

Approach 58% R% 17% 17%

Landina 00 sn% Ro 31%

Comments:

?nb. Durin the test fliqhts you saw hoth tabular and qraphic formats for the

visual threat display, do you fePl that the format will have an effect

on the displays utilization with respect to flinht phasp? If so olease

explain.

Graphic best (100%), neither is too useful (4%)

21. In the test fliqhts were the traffic advisories presented in time to he

useful?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

42% 58%

Comments:
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22. What is the maximum number of traffic advisories that you helieve you

could monitor simultaneously while attendinq fliqht duties?

Comments: As few as possible

?1. How helpful was the intruder's anqle of arrival (AOA) or hearinq in usina

the traffic advisory alerts?

Excellent Good Fair Poor Unaccentahle Not

No Chanqes Minor Minor Major Major Chanqps Needed

Chanqes Chanqes Chanqes Required

Beneficial Recommended Recommended

25% 170

Explain: Will lpt you know when visual acquistiion is not possible

24. What type of presentation do you feel was most appropriate for the

traffic advisories? (Please rank I = most, 7 = lpast)

None Precursor Tabular Tabular Minimum Advanced Roth

liqht withnut with qraphis qraphics tabular

anqle-of- anqle-of- and

arrival arrival qraphics

7 ,/5 5.1 4.1 2.2 1.4 4.7

Commnts:
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25. When all factor., are considered, how would you describe the value of TA's

with hearinq compared to TA's without hearinq?

q2 Much better with hearinq

RT Better with bearing

Ahout the same - pro's and con's balance

Less valuable with hearinq

Much less valuahle - hearinq is detrimental

Comments:

26. Were the traffic advisories as useful as verbal advisories from ATC?

MUCH MORE MORE AROUT AS SELDOM AS NEVER AS

USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL
80/ SA4 go/ 2SOI

Comments:

27. Did the use of colors on a threat display (Red for resolution alerts

(warnings), amher for traffic advisories (caiution) and Blue for a

proximate advisory) help you in interprelinn the threat information?

Very much Some Very little None

R3% 17%

Comments: Particularly at transition points
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29a. Should the altitude of the intruder aircraft he qiven and if so in what

form?

Altitude Information MSL Relative to

not Required own Altitude

?81). In what intervals should the altitude information ba qiven?

a. one foot

h. ten foot

c. hundred foot _2%

d. thousand foot 9%

Comments:

29. Durinq the test fliqhts were you able to visually acquire the intruder

aircraft by correlatino it (them) with the advisory present?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER
.... nn%

Comments:Never saw the intruder

30a. Do you feel that the master caution alert was necessary to draw your

attention to the traffic advisories?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

go, 67%r 17% 8

Comments-:
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3nb. Do you feel that this feature of the master caution is desirahle?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELOOM NEVER

42% 13% 2r%

Comments: Concerned with hiqh density activation too frequently

30. Were you able to use the traffic advisory information to anticipate the

direction of the evasive maneuver?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

58% 25% A% 8

Comments:

31. In qeneral what do you feel about the amount of information providpd by

the threat display fPWI)?

751 about riaht

18% too little, add to the followinq critical movement of intruder

R% too much, dlete the followinq

Comments:
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32a. Durinq the test, the intruder aircraft symbol on the threat display went

away when the threat was resolved. How useful would it be if the disDlay

remained active after your maneuver to show where the tarqet aircraft

went?

Extremely Useful Of No Detrimental Extremely

Useful Use Detrimental

17% 17 % 67%

32h. If you feel that a delay would he useful, how lonq should the tarqet

remain on the screen' Pilot option, as lonq as it is in ranoe, 5-10

seconds

Comments:

37c. Do you feel that pilots with automated threat advisories will become

complacent and devote insufficient time to visual scanninq for non-

transponder equipped aircraft?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDnM NEVER

5 17 17 17

Comments: Siqnificant challanqe in crew traininq

33. Assuminq you have a command display for warninqs and a threat display
with bearinq information, will you b concerned about manpuverinq into

other traffic durinq the escape maneuver?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SFLOnM NEVFR

Comments:
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34a. If a pilot visually acquires the aircraft which he believes is causinq an

RA can you think of any situations which would result in the plot cnn-

cludinq that the RA is unnecessary? If so what are they?

System unreliability acquire the wronq tarnet, parallel approach

holdinq pattern, visual illusions

34h. Would the pilot he justified in not followinq the RA in these situations?

Why or why not? No (67%) Only if he can be sure it is false, if he

elects to use a horizontal maneuver, crews should he trained to follow

the RA

34c. What influence does the type of TA service heinq provided have on your

responses to these questions?

None - an RA command is a command, must he reliahle, with qraphics pilot

may have more confidence in the RA

3r. 9o you feel that knowinq the intruders position (altitude, ranqe and

approximate bearinq) with a traffic advisory would provide enouqh advance

information to allow you to minimize the anticipated deviation from ynur

planned fliqht path?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELnOM NEVER
R9% 50% 31% 9%

Comments:
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36. Do you feel that knowlnq the intruders position (altitude, ranap and

approximate bearlnq) with a traffic advisory would provide enouqh

information for you to beqin mAklnq minor course, spped or altitude

chanqes BEFORE maklnq visual contact to avoid qettlnq a maneuver command?

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER

33% _8% _%

Comments: Also need headinq

37. WhAt effect would the TCAS have on your confidence when overflyinq/

underflyinq another aircraft by 1000 feet?

INCREASE CONFIDENCE NO CHANGE LESS CONFIDENCE

67% 33%

Comments: If it works, if it is wronq one time confidence is qone

38a. Do you feel that use of TCAS could allow reduced vertical traPfffic

separation?

MUCH SOMEWHAT NO INCREASED

REDUCED REDUCED REDUCTION SEPARATION
?9% 7;%

Comments: Only above FL ?qO
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39h. Reduced Horizontal Traffice Separation?

MUCH SOMEWHAT NO INCREASED

REDUCED REDUCED REDUCTION SEPARATION

67%

39. Do you feel that the TCAS will result in more or less communication with

ATC?

MUCH LESS SOMEWHAT LESS NO CHANGE SOMEWHAT MORE MUCH MORE

RI 33% 17% 42%

Comments:

40. Do you feel that a reliable TCAS will result in safer ooerations in

respect to midair collisions?

MUCH SOMEWHAT NO CHANGE SOMEWHAT MUCH LESS

SAFER SAFER LESS SAFE SAFE

59q% 42%

Comments: Key is reliability, probably to the same extent that GPW nrevents

collision with the around

41. What chanqes would he required in aircraft and ATC operatinq procedures

if TCAS were implemented?

Comments: RAs should be automatically transmitted, who has priority on

conflictina information between alert and ATC, ATC should not rely on TCAS,

Emerqency authority to break clearance
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL INSTRUCTIONS

The semantic differential qives us a way to judqe pilot opinions of the TCAS

in a systematic fashion. You can help by checkinq the deqree to which your

opinion falls between each of these 21 adjective pairs.

An exampl- may help. Suppose we ask you to Judoe "politics" on the followinq

scale:

GOnD BAD

If you feel that politics are very qood, then you should check the box nearest

that adjective. If you feel that politics are bad, then your check mark

should be in one of the riqht-hand boxes. If your opinion is neutral, neither

positive nor neqative, check the center box.

There are no "riqht" or "wronq" answers; wp are simply askinq your opinion.

Don't he hesitant to check the far left or far riqht boxes if you feel

stronqly about the conceot. It's better that you don't chanqe a check mark

once it is madp; your first opinion may be most valid.

Both positive and neqative adjiectives may appear on either riqht or left

sides, so consider each pair carefully before you make the check mark.
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Using the following descriptors, judge the TCAS IVSI command display and its
operational uses as you currently know them.

CLEAR CONFUSING

DEMANDING UNDEMANDING

LIMITED VERSATILE

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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Using the following descriptors, judg the TCAS LED commend display and Its
operational uss you currently know them.

CLEAR CONFUSING

DEMANDING UNDEMANDING

LIMITED VERSATILE

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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Using the following descriptors, judge the TCAS voice command display and its
op, rational use as you currently know them.

CLEAR F CONFUSING

DEMANDING UNDEMANDING

LIMITED VERSATILE

DESIRABLE L UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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Using the following descriptors, judge the TCAS tabular display and its
operational uses as you currently know them.

CLEAR CONFUSING

DEMANDING UNDEMANDING

LIMITED I VERSATILE

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE 7 INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING I BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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Using the following descriptos, judge the TCAS graphic (minimum)
display and its operational uses as you currently know them.

CLEAR I CONFUSING

DEMANDING UNDEMANDING

LIMITED VERSATILE

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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Using the following descriptors, judge the TCAS graphic (advanced)
display and its operational uses as you currently know them.

CLEAR CONFUSING

DEMANDING I UNDEMANDING

LIMITED VERSATILE

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

UNTRUSTWORTHY TRUSTWORTHY

COMPLEX SIMPLE

ASSISTANCE HINDRANCE

VALUABLE WORTHLESS

NONESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE

NATURAL UNNATURAL

EASY DIFFICULT

HAZARDOUS SAFE

TIMELY UNTIMELY

UNACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

UNBURDENING BURDENING

STARTLING UNOBTRUSIVE

INFORMATIVE UNINFORMATIVE

INDISTINCTIVE DISTINCTIVE

RELIABLE UNRELIABLE

ACCURATE INACCURATE
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SYSTEM DISPLAY DESIGN

In the following space please design the TCAS display(s) that you would put

into the flight deck. Desiqn a command display for a conventional and one for

an electronic flight deck. Provided for your information are the alerts which

this display must present at a minimum. Along with your design please qivp

the location of the display in the instrument panel. Then desian the

information presentation that, you would like to see on the threat display.

Again please descrihe its location. Use the back side of the papers to

continue your disnlay description if you require more space.

In order to standardize the responses to this section of the Questionnairp it

will be necessary to use the smae prescribed alert situations and the same

scenarios to illustrate your recommended threat/display relationship. We will

consider two situations, one requirinq a vrtical command and one renuiring a

limit command.

(1) Vertical Command

(a) Scenario: Own aircraft is straiqht and level at 300 kts at l0fl0

ft. Threat alert aircraft is comina from 10 o'clock nosition and is

initally 2000 ft helow and 6 nmi away. This results in a closure

rate of 4Rn knots. The thrPat is climhinq such that it will collide

which gives a climh ratp of ahout 2600 fom. The total length of

time from start to potential collision is 45 seconds.

(b) Command: The vertical resolution advisina command will he a climb

command with a desired 1/4 r, pullup to 1000 fpm rate of climb.

(2) Limit Command

(a) Scenario: Own aircraft is straiqht and Hescendinq at 2000 fpm, 25n

kts, passing 0oo ft. Threat aircraft is cominq from 2 o'clock, it

is at your altitude and also descending at 2000 fpm. Again, you are

on collision trajectories, 4F seconds from impact. Assume a closure

rate of 20(0 kts which places you initially at ?. miles apart.
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(b) Command: Assume you are hoth TCAS equipoed and received complemen-

tary commands. He is commanded to descend. Your command is to

Limit Descent to son fpm. The proposed maneuver would aqain be a

1/4 G pullup.
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THREAT DISPLAY

Description:
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CONVENTIONAL COMMAND DISPLAY

Dnaiption:
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ELECTRONIC FLIGHT DECK COMMAND DISPLAY

Dssaiption:
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